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Abstract
X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy (XAS) is a widely used method for determining the local environment
and/or speciation of elements. Conventionally, synchrotron based XAS requires mechanically scanning
through the desired energy range using a flat double-crystal monochromator. Energy Dispersive XAS
(EDXAS) is a variant of the XAS technique, which typically uses a bent crystal monochromator to pro-
vide a focused x-ray beam that contains all the energies required to make an XAS measurement. An obvious
advantage of EDXAS over conventional XAS is the high efficiency and stability, because mechanical energy
scanning is not needed. With a high brilliance x-ray source and high speed detection system, EDXAS enables
XAS studies associated with extreme conditions, femtosecond time resolution and atomic level precision.
The thesis describes the development of a Wide Field EDXAS imaging system, employing a specially
designed bent Laue crystal monochromator that matches the so-called ‘magic condition’ which was previously
described for spectral K-edge subtraction imaging. Compared to a classic EDXAS system, the Wide Field
EDXAS system has the following advantages. (i) The diffracted beam from a bend magnet synchrotron
source is focused in the vertical dimension and unaltered in the horizontal dimension. This focused line beam
takes advantage of the width of a bend magnet x-ray beam and records spatial information across the beam.
Combining the information from the energy dispersion dimension and the spatial dimension, the Wide Field
EDXAS system can acquire several thousand spectra per exposure. (ii) A bent crystal that matches the
‘magic condition’ provides a good energy resolution in addition to the optimized focal size. The improved
energy resolution enables the system to investigate the fine structure of x-ray absorption spectra with good
spatial resolution using a single x-ray optic.
To make the use of the Wide Field EDXAS system more accessible, user-friendly software has been
developed to process and extract concentration information from images acquired in either projection (2D)
or computed tomography (3D) mode of operation. This software is made available at the Canadian Light
Source BMIT-BM beamline and is compatible with another contrast element imaging method - spectral
K-edge subtraction imaging.
The energy resolution of a bent crystal at the ‘magic condition’ is still not as good as that of a flat double-
crystal monochromator. To pursue the ultimate energy resolution of a bent Laue crystal, a new approach
has been developed for describing the general behavior of bent Laue crystals from a ray-tracing point of
view. The so-called quasi-mono beam approach provides an intuitive view of bent crystal diffraction and
leads to deeper insights. It explains the energy and spatial properties of common and special cases of bent
Laue optics, predicts phenomena that can improve energy dispersion related x-ray imaging techniques and
provides a theory framework that makes ray-tracing simulation easier to realize.
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1.1.1 X-ray absorption spectroscopy
X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy (XAS) is one of the methods used for speciation and imaging of trace elements
in biological samples [1]. It involves the collection of absorption spectra at energies near and above the
absorption edge (e.g., K-edge) of an element [2]. XAS is often divided into two distinct regions: X-ray
Absorption Near Edge Structure (XANES)-region from 50 eV below to 50 eV above the absorption edge and
Extended X-ray Absorption Fine Structure (EXAFS)-region from 50 to approximately 1,000 eV above the
absorption edge [1, 2]. Conventional x-ray and synchrotron radiation sources have been used for XAS; the
advantages of using synchrotron sources over conventional x-ray sources include availability of high x-ray flux
and brightness (intensity), continuous spectrum, small beam divergence, and collection of absorption spectra
within few minutes.
The classical method of performing XAS, which is still mostly used, is to mechanically scan through the
required energy range using flat double-crystal monochromators. It is a very important research tool with
more than 10,000 publications in the primary peer reviewed scientific literature employing XAS in the past
10 years. The prevalence of using fluorescence for increased sensitivity to lower concentrations requires an
energy scanning method so that the excitation energy and fluorescence can be correlated.
1.1.2 Energy dispersive x-ray absorption spectroscopy
In Energy Dispersive XAS (EDXAS), a bent crystal monochromator is typically used to provide a focused x-
ray beam that contains all the energies required to make an XAS measurement. Bent crystal monochromators
in either the Bragg (reflection) or Laue (transmission) geometry have been developed for EDXAS with the
former being the first type to be developed, and the more frequently used [3, 4, 5]. The Laue geometry may
require a thin crystal to avoid significant photon loss through the crystal depending on the x-ray energy
chosen. High stability during measurements allowing atomic level precision, acquisition of the spectral data
in a very short time, and the simultaneous collection of the whole x-ray absorption spectrum are the reported
advantages of EDXAS compared to the traditional method [6]. With the use of a high brilliance x-ray
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source and high speed detection systems, XAS studies associated with extreme conditions, femtosecond time
resolution and high efficiency become possible or more practical.
However, unlike transmission XAS, the rapid measurement allowed by EDXAS in the transmission mode
cannot be coupled with the high sensitivity fluorescence approach. This is because all of the excitation x-ray
energies are present and cannot be directly correlated with fluorescence energies. Hence, EDXAS is used for
higher concentration applications, rapid data acquisition and/or screening of samples.
1.2 History and Present
Since Cauchois [7] and co-workers pioneered the idea of using dispersive optics to collect x-ray absorption
spectra, not much work had been done until transmission type flat crystals were applied at laboratory x-ray
sources at the beginning of 1980’s [8, 9].
The bent crystal dispersive spectrometer design applied on a synchrotron x-ray source was initiated by
Matsushita [10]. It was a more practical design than using a flat crystal with a synchrotron source because of
the much larger source distance allowed by the highly collimated nature of the synchrotron light distribution.
This original design included a cylindrically bent Bragg type crystal with the diffraction planes parallel to
the crystal surface and an x-ray film as a position sensitive detector. An energy range of about 1 keV was
covered, which contained the Ni and Cu K-edge energies. An energy resolution of 2.01 eV was estimated.
The horizontal (focusing plane) width of the focus was measured to be 0.6 mm. Required exposure time
ranged from 0.1 to 15 seconds depending on the storage ring current and the sample (Cu foil or Ni foil).
After that, synchrotron based EDXAS systems were further studied and developed at many facilities
for its potential application to many scientific research fields [3, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16]. Tolentino 1989,
1990 (LURE) [17, 18] presented an elliptical curved spectrometer which realized an aberration-free focus
overcoming an intrinsic shortfall of cylindrically curved spectrometer optics. Hagelstein 1995 (ESRF) [19]
reported the design of the first Laue type EDXAS spectrometer, which covered applications at higher x-ray
energies (i.e., 10 – 28 keV), where crystal absorption and crystal length is less of an issue than the Bragg
geometry. This spectrometer also introduced the asymmetry angle to the design of the bent Laue type crystal
for wider reflection energy band.
As an example of a modern EDXAS beamline, the ID24 at ESRF has both Bragg type and Laue type
spectrometers using an undulator source in operation at separate branches of the beamline in complementary
energy ranges. For a Si(111) Bragg spectrometer at 7 keV , the focal spot size is 4 µm by 4 µm FWHM, the
full spectral range is roughly 800 eV, δE/E is 1.2× 10−4, and the flux on sample is 1× 1014 photons/s . The
most advanced XSTRIP detector [20, 21] features a readout time of 2.8 µs and is pushing the time resolution
of EDXAS system to MHz level.
Nowadays, EDXAS beamlines are in operation or construction at synchrotron facilities all over the world.
A brief overview of the reported beamlines is listed in Table 1.1 [22].
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D06A LNLS-Brasil BM 4-14 B 250 1/120 ms [23] Oper.
D-line SSRF-CHINA U 5-20 B-L Construct.
BL08 Indus II-India BM 4-24 B 200 10/300 ms [24] Oper.
ID24 ESRF-France U 5-28 B-L 3-20 0.15 µs/2.8 µs [21] Oper.
ODE SOLEIL-France BM 3.5-25 B 25 10 µs/50 µs [4] Oper.
NW2A PF-AR-Japan U 5-40 B-L 500 0.5 µs/23 µs [25] Oper.
BL14B1 Spring8-Japan BM 7-40 B-L 90-160 6 ms [26] Oper.
BL28B2 Spring8-Japan BM 8-80 B-L 100 6 ms [27] Oper.
BL2.2 SLRI-Thailand BM 2.4-8 B 1000 1 ms/25 ms [28] Oper.
I20 DLS-UK W 6-26 B 50 0.5 µs/10 µs [29] Comm.
Notes: BM: bending magnet, U: undulator, W: wiggler. PLC: polychromator, B: Bragg geometry, L: Laue geometry.
1.3 Principles
1.3.1 Bragg’s law
Figure 1.1: Bragg diffraction. (a) X-ray diffraction at Bragg angle. (b) Reflectivity curve of a Bragg
type Si(111) crystal at 12 keV with and without considering the absorption of the crystal.
According to Bragg’s law,
nλ = 2d sin θ, (1.1)
the reflected x-rays with the wavelength nλ = 2d sin θ get the maximum constructive interference, where d
is the interplanar distance in the crystal, θ is the angle between the incident x-ray and the reflection planes,
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which is called the Bragg angle (Figure 1.1(a)). This is the basic principle of how a classic double-crystal
monochromator prepares the x-ray beam with a certain energy. In reality, there is always a finite energy band
of x-rays diffracted by the crystal even with perfect planes. The diffraction profile for symmetric Bragg in a
highly perfect crystal neglecting the absorption effect is shown as red dashed line in Figure 1.1(b). Note that
the profile is flat topped at unit reflectivity over an angular range [30, 31]. This is a consequence of having
a perfect crystal whose orientation and lattice spacing match that of the x-ray beam creating a resonance
condition in which the beam cannot exist in the crystal over a narrow angular range and, therefore, must be
reflected out.
1.3.2 Bragg diffraction and Laue diffraction
Depending on whether the diffracted x-ray is on the same side of the crystal as the incident ray, there are
Bragg (reflection) type diffraction and Laue (transmission) type diffraction, as shown in Figure 1.2 [32]. The
crystal is asymmetric when the reflection lattice planes are not parallel to the crystal surface in the Bragg
case (or not parallel to the normal of the crystal surface in the Laue case), and the asymmetric angle χ refers
to the angle between the two. χ equals 0 when the crystal is symmetric.
Figure 1.2: Optics of Bragg type and Laue type diffraction. (a) Symmetric Laue diffraction. (b)
Symmetric Bragg diffraction. (c) Asymmetric Laue diffraction. (d) Asymmetric Bragg diffraction.
Flat Bragg crystal
For a flat perfect Bragg crystal, the reflectivity can be calculated with dynamical theory [30]. When the
absorption is taken into account, the reflectivity profile is always asymmetric due to the absorption of the
x-ray penetrating the crystal, as shown in Figure 1.1(b) [30, 33]. The absorption effect is diminished when
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the photon energy increases. The energy band width of the reflectivity profile decreases when the photon
energy increases or when the reflection index increases.
Flat Laue crystal
The reflectivity of a flat Laue crystal can also be calculated with dynamical theory. With or without consid-
ering the x-ray absorption in the crystal, the reflectivity profile is symmetric (Figure 1.3).
Figure 1.3: Reflectivity profile of 0.3 mm thick Si(111) Laue crystal at 12 keV.
1.4 The EDXAS System
The principle components of an EDXAS system include an x-ray source, a curved crystal polychromator and
a position sensitive detector. The first version of the EDXAS system is shown in Figure 1.4 [10].
Figure 1.4: Energy dispersive XAS system in Bragg geometry [10]. Copyright (1981) The Physical
Society of Japan and The Japan Society of Applied Physics.
With a curved crystal and collimated incident x-ray beam, the angle between the incident beam and the
crystal diffraction plane changes following the bending curvature of the crystal. As a result, x-ray photons
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with the energies corresponding to the continuously changing Bragg angles, θB , are reflected by 2θB in the
diffraction plane defined by the incident beam direction and the normal to the lattice plane of the crystal. In
the focusing geometry, as is the case in Figure 1.4, the beam focuses at the sample location then diverges and
arrives at a position sensitive detector, which correlates the energy information of the x-ray to the position
of detector pixels.
The full energy range of x-ray photons diffracted by the bent crystal, ∆E, is given by [10]:
∆E = E0 cot θ0∆θ, (1.2)
where E0 and θ corresponds to the central x-ray on the polychromator crystal. When the central x-ray is
fixed, ∆E is proportional to the variation of Bragg angle ∆θ, which is affected mainly by the bending radius
of the crystal and the length of the footprint of the incident beam on the crystal. Smaller bending radius or
larger footprint results in a larger energy range in the diffracted focusing beam. At the same distance from the
source to the polychromator, a large diverging angle naturally provides large footprint on the polychromator
crystal.
1.4.1 X-ray source
A synchrotron source has many advantages for scientific research compared to laboratory x-ray sources
including, but not limited to, high brightness, small angular spread of the beam, and a large range of photon
energies. The basic principle for generating synchrotron light is that the acceleration of high-speed electrons
which generates radiation perpendicular to the direction of the acceleration. In the case of relativistic elections
transversely accelerated by a magnetic field, relativity compresses the radiation sharply towards the original
direction of election movement. Typically the magnetic force is applied by bending magnets and insertion
devices (i.e., wigglers and undulators). Wiggler sources are not commonly used because of the high power
radiated [34].
Bending magnet
Bending magnets are the most common synchrotron light sources used for EDXAS for the relatively large
natural divergence of the beam in the horizontal direction providing the large footprint on the polychromator
crystal. This wide beam can provide enough energy dispersion in the focused beam that covers the whole
XANES or EXAFS spectrum, given a polychromator with reasonable bending radius, choice of reflection
and source-to-crystal distance. However, when applied to time resolved experiments, most energy dispersive
spectrometers with a bending magnet source may have insufficient flux. According to Hagelstein 1997 , for an




Undulator is a type of device inserted in the straight section of the storage ring, with a periodic magnetic field
produced by an array of magnets which forces the electrons to oscillate and thus generates x-ray radiation.
The advantage of the undulator source over the bending magnet source for EDXAS is the high intrinsic
brilliance, which can easily exceed 10,000 times the radiation of a bending magnet [31]. However, due to the
small diverging angle of undulator radiation, a smaller beam footprint on the crystal is expected compared to
bending magnet radiation if the beam comes directly from the source to the polychromator. Kirkpatrick-Baez
mirrors are usually used to increase the beam diverging angle [34]. Gap tuning and tapering the undulators
are also frequently used tools to widen the undulator energy range [35]. As an example, the branch EDXAS S
of ID 24 at ESRF can cover a full spectral range of 600 eV to 3000 eV depending on the central energy [21].
With a source of high brilliance and large energy dispersion, time-resolved energy dispersive XAS experiments
can be performed. Reported operational EDXAS beamlines using undulator sources are ID24 at ESRF [34]
and NW2A at PF-AR [36].
1.4.2 Bent crystal spectrometer
The spectrometer is the core component in an EDXAS system. The spectrometer crystal is typically bent
to a cylindrical or elliptical shape, resulting in the rotation of the diffraction planes in the crystal. As noted
earlier, when the white x-ray beam hits the crystal, the energies of the reflected x-rays change correspondingly
because of the continuous changing of the Bragg angle along the crystal. In the meantime, these x-rays are
reflected to different directions and will focus at the so-called geometric focus. Therefore, an energy dispersive
focusing x-ray beam is formed.
Bent crystal spectrometers can be categorized according to (i) the shape of the curvature, such as, cylin-
drically or elliptically bent crystals, (ii) how the diffraction happens (reflection or transmission in relation to
the crystal), such as, Bragg type or Laue type crystals, (iii) whether the diffraction lattice plane is parallel
to the crystal surface normal, such as, symmetric or asymmetric crystals, (iv) the focused dimension of the
x-ray beam, such as, horizontally or vertically focusing spectrometers.
Bent Bragg crystal and bent Laue crystal
For a focusing geometry, the source will be located in a distance p from the crystal which will then focus
at a distance q downstream of the crystal. All rays from the source will be diffracted according to Bragg’s
law from lattice planes within the crystal. The central ray from the source will intercept lattice planes at an
angle of θ0, and will be diffracted through an angle of 2θ0 in the diffraction plane. The diffracted spectral
range is given by Equation (1.2), where E0 is the central energy, θ0 is the Bragg angle corresponding to E0,
and ∆θ is the difference of the Bragg angle between the two ends of the beam footprint of length, L, on the
crystal.
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Figure 1.5: Bragg type EDXAS system layout
For a fixed central energy, the energy bandwidth is proportional to the change of Bragg angle, ∆θ, which











When the incident beam angle and the source to crystal distance is fixed, the ∆θ is determined by the
bending of the crystal. The smaller the bending radius, which makes q smaller, the larger ∆θ is. Determining
q will be addressed in section 1.4.2.
Bent Bragg crystal The typical focusing geometry of a bent Bragg spectrometer is shown in Figure 1.5.
It shows the Rowland circle [37] as part of the geometry. The Rowland circle is useful when discussing point
to point focusing of monochromatic beam, in which the source and focus will lie on the Rowland circle and
the crystal is bent to a radius of the diameter of the Rowland circle. In the case where a focused energy
dispersed beam is required, i.e., EDXAS, the source and focal point will no longer lie on the circle. This is
clearly shown in Figure 1.5. In the energy dispersive situation, the source and the focus lie at the foci and
the bent crystal will lie on the surface on the ellipse. This aspect is shown in Figure 1.8.
Bent Laue crystal The typical focusing geometry of a bent Laue spectrometer is shown in Figure 1.6.
Again, as discussed earlier, the Rowland circle is shown for reference.
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Figure 1.6: Laue type EDXAS system layout
Reflectivity of bent crystals
Reflectivity of bent Bragg crystals The reflectivity of elastically bent perfect crystals in Bragg
geometry can be calculated following a model based on the dynamical theory [38]. As an example, the
simulated reflectivity curve of a bent Si(111) crystal with a 3 m radius of curvature at 15 keV is shown in
Figure 1.7(a) [21]. The asymmetric broadening of the reflectivity curve is caused by the change of orientation
of the Bragg planes and the absorption to the x-rays as they propagate into and diffract from the crystal.
The left (low angle side) of the curve corresponds to the 15 keV beam penetrating into the crystal until planes
are found to diffract from. These diffracted rays then need to escape after traversing more crystal thickness.
This leads to significant absorption. As the incidence angle increases the effective beam path decreases as
the correct Bragg angle for diffraction occurs at a shallower depth. Ultimately, the diffracting region is at
the crystal surface and the reflectivity is very high. The end result is a very asymmetric reflectivity curve.
The asymmetric broadening of the reflectivity profile of a bent crystal increases with energy and with
crystal curvature. It is small at relatively low energies (e.g. 7 keV), but significant at higher energies (e.g.
18 keV). This fundamentally limits the use of a bent Bragg spectrometer to the range of 5 – 13 keV [21].
Reflectivity of bent Laue crystals For the symmetric bent Laue geometry, the reflectivity profile can
be calculated in the same way as for a plane parallel perfect crystal with the dynamical theory [30, 19]. The
deformation of the crystal induced by the bending is perpendicular to the diffraction plane, and the result
is that the reflectivity curve is not influenced by the bending. The reflectivity profile of a symmetric bent
Laue Si(111) crystal at 12 keV would look the same as Figure 1.3. Although the travel path of lower energy
9
Figure 1.7: Reflectivity profiles of bent crystals. (a) Si(111) bent Bragg crystal at 15 keV [21]. (Re-
produced with permission of the International Union of Crystallography. https://journals.iucr.org/)
(b) 0.15 mm thick Laue type Si(400) crystal with various asymmetry angle. Larger asymmetric angle
corresponds to wider reflectivity width [39]. (Reproduced with permission of the International Union
of Crystallography. https://journals.iucr.org/)
photons in the crystal is a little longer than the path of higher energy photons, the asymmetric distortion of
the reflectivity curve is negligible for the very thin bent Laue crystals.
Asymmetric bent Laue crystals For an asymmetric bent Laue crystal, the reflectivity profile can be
calculated using the Penning & Polder model [40] for treating deformed crystals. Other approaches are (i)
the multi-lamella model in which the crystal is broken into small blocks, each treated as a perfect crystal with
small Darwin-width scale angular variations between the blocks, and whose intensities are summed to predict
the overall reflectivity [38, 41]; (ii) Takagi-Taupin model which is a dynamical or wave theory approach for
deformed crystals [42]. The change in crystal orientation due to bending is considered to be very slowly
varying spatially and allows local regions of distorted crystal to be described by dynamical theory. Small
deviations from the symmetric condition broadens the effective width of the reflectivity profile (Figure 1.7(b)
[39]).
With a bent Laue crystal, the incident beam is focused by the corresponding Bragg planes at the crystal
surface as if the crystal had no thickness and forms the so-called geometric focus. In the meantime because
of the crystal’s thickness, every single x-ray trajectory intercepts lattice planes inside the crystal with con-
tinuously changing Bragg angle and is focused to the so-called single-ray focus. By proper choice of the
asymmetric angle along with some other parameters [43, 44], the geometric focus and single-ray focus can
be brought together for a given energy which will minimize the focal size of bent Laue crystal [45, 46, 47]
and, in addition, optimize the energy dispersion by eliminating the Borrmann fan effect for the central beam
energy [44, 48, 49]. The energy resolution of a spectrometer optimized with proper asymmetry angle for a
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specific central energy is only limited by the x-ray source size, the detector spatial resolution and the intrinsic
Darwin width of the crystal. The limitation is that the proper asymmetry angle is energy dependent, thus
different crystals need to be prepared for the energies of interest if one is pursuing the ultimate resolution.
Energy resolution The spread in wavelength or energy from a spectrometer crystal can be easily calculated
using Bragg’s law. The equation clearly shows that the changes in wavelength can occur because of angle
or d-spacing changes. In terms of energy bandwidth, it can be shown that ∆E/Ed = ∆d/d for d-spacing
changes, and ∆E/Eθ = cot θ∆θ for diffraction angle changes. Both of these affects need to be considered
in determining the overall energy resolution of a spectrometer system. Typically angle effects dominate the
energy resolution of a system, however, the role of d-spacing changes cannot be ignored due to the strain
arising from the elastic bending of crystals used in the system. These factors will be described in detail in
subsequent sections.
Neglecting the crystal d-spacing variation resulting from the bending strain, the energy resolution of the
Bragg geometry is proportional to the angular spread δθ, which includes three contributions: (i) the size of
the x-ray source, (ii) the spatial resolution of the detector, (iii) the Darwin width of the curved crystal [21].
For a bent Laue crystal, the energy resolution is also defined by the (δE/E) equation. The difference from
the Bragg geometry is that the δθ includes five contributions: (i) the size of the x-ray source, δθ1, (ii) the angle
subtended by a detector resolution element from the focus, δθ2, (iii) the intrinsic Darwin width of the crystal,
δθ3, and (iv) the spread of angles within the crystal that gives rise to a single exit x-ray trajectory due to
the continuous changing of Bragg plane orientation caused by the bending, δθ4. The dominant contributions
are δθ3 and δθ4 for lower energies, and δθ1 for higher energies [21]. Note that there is a fifth contribution
defined by the Bragg plane lattice spacing variation, δd/d, which is explained in detail in Chapter 5.
For an isotropic bent Laue crystal of thickness T or Bragg crystal at a depth of T from the surface plane,
using the lamellar model, the diffraction angular spread along the x-ray trajectory can be described as [45]:
∆θB (T ) = (T/ρ)
[
tan (χ± θB) +
1
2
(1 + ν) sin 2χ∓ tan θB
(
cos2 χ− ν sin2 χ
)]
, (1.4)
where ν is the Poisson ratio, χ the angle between the diffraction plane and the crystal surface normal and
θB the Bragg angle corresponding to the central x-ray. It should be noted that χ equals 0 in the symmetric
Laue case. The upper and lower sign corresponds to the incident ray in terms of the relative position of the
incident ray and the crystal surface normal.
Because the absorption effect increases at lower energies, the Laue type bent crystal is usually designed
to be very thin (tens or hundreds of micrometers), and the use for energies lower than 12 keV is not advised.
As the energy gets lower, the manufacture of such thin crystal is challenging and working with the crystal is
impractical. More importantly, the reflectivity value is limited by the small thickness.
Summary Generally, the Bragg type spectrometer is used at energies from 5 to 12 keV and the Laue type
at energies above 12 keV [39].
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To calculate the crystal reflectivity, dynamical theory [30] is the basis and is extended for treating different
crystal types. This theory describes perfect, unbent crystals and its use for bent crystals is limited to
estimating the diffraction from small regions of a crystal where bending can be ignored.
The Caciuffo model [38] suits for the calculation for symmetric Bragg geometry. It allows a faster evalu-
ation than the Kato model [50] and the Takagi-Taupin model [42, 51].
The Penning & Polder model [40] treats the propagation of x-rays as changing direction gradually, and
locally described with dynamical theory. This model and its extension to the case of strongly distorted
crystals [52] is well suited for bent Laue geometry. It has been applied successfully in many synchrotron
beamlines.
The multilamellar method assumes the crystal is composed of several layers of perfect crystals with suitable
thickness and applies dynamical theory for each of these crystals. It has been generalized as a suitable model
for two-moment bending Laue or Bragg anisotropic crystals [53].
Cylindrical bending and elliptical bending
For cylindrical bent crystals, the focusing geometries are shown in Figure 1.5 for the Bragg type and Figure 1.6
for the Laue type. The focal distance is defined by the well know relationship
cos (χ− θB)
q






where p is the source-to-crystal distance, q the crystal-to-focus distance, R the crystal bending radius, χ the
asymmetry angle (from the Bragg plane to the surface normal), θB the Bragg angle corresponding to the
central x-ray (from the incident x-ray to the Bragg plane). p is positive when there is a real source, q and
R are positive when there is a real image. χ and θB are positive when the directions are counter-clockwise.
This will be discussed in detail in Chapter 5.










if the asymmetry angle α is defined as the angle from the diffraction plane to the surface of the crystal. This
definition is usually used for the Bragg type diffraction.
However, the cylindrical bent crystal gives broadened focus size with aberration proportional to the square
of the illuminated length on the crystal [54]. To achieve an aberration-free focus point, the curvature of the
crystal should fit an arc of an ellipse. When one of the foci of that ellipse is the x-ray source, the other focus
becomes the focus of the crystal. The geometry is shown in Figure 1.8.
Crystal benders There are two major methods to bend the crystal to the designated curvature.
The first method uses an isosceles triangle crystal. By applying a force to the apex of the triangular
crystal while having its base fixed, a triangular perfect crystal will form a cylindrical shaped curvature. As
was pointed out in previous text, the ideal geometry to for dispersive XAS or XAFS is elliptical rather than
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Figure 1.8: Elliptically bent Bragg type EDXAS system layout
cylindrical [18]. To achieve the elliptical shape, either the thickness or the width of the triangular crystal
needs to be profiled in a specific non-linear way [18]. This is the common way of bending a crystal for the
energy dispersive purpose in the early stage of EDXAS before 1990’s [14, 55, 39, 18]. Disadvantages of this
method include one end of the crystal must remain fixed which makes it impossible to form a consistent
elliptical shape over the entire crystal length, and it requires that a different contour be used for each energy
range of interest [56], which is expensive and inconvenient. In addition to these intrinsic drawbacks, the
cusp form caused by imperfect clamping, heating effects, not being able to push at the point brings more
uncertainty to the crystal bending properties [57].
The second method uses a rectangular crystal and a four-point bender [58], which had been a widely
applied technique for bending mirrors by Underwood (1977) [59] before it was adopted by Allen (1993) [56]
for crystal bending for dispersive XAFS. The general design includes two opposite end couples. Each one of
them contains one fixed inner bar and one movable outer bar controlled by a high resolution stepper motor.
With proper choice of different bending moments applied to the two ends of the rectangular crystal, an
elliptical bend can be approximated [56, 16]. In addition, when the crystal is profiled with a small contour,
an exact bend can be achieved over the entire length of the crystal [56, 60]. The mathematical form of
the ideal contour is defined by Underwood [59]. With a 5 mm source size, the theoretical FWHM focal
size achieved by Allen was 150 µm and the experimental FWHM focal size is 175 µm for all of the tested
energy range (9 – 20 keV) [56]. Synchrotron facilities with smaller source size and longer source-to-crystal
distances have been used and achieved smaller focal size (theoretical 40 µm, experimental 90 µm by Dent
[57] in Daresbury; theoretical 6.5 - 11 µm, experimental 10 – 17 µm by Pellicer-Porres et al [60] in ESRF).
The small focal size and great consistency between theory and experiment achieved in ESRF is also benefited
by the optimized profiled rectangular crystal for x-ray in energy range of 4 – 13 keV [60, 61]. An elliptical
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horizontal focusing mirror further brings down the focal spot size to the order of 5. It was stated by Pascarelli
(2006) [62] that the surface and thickness homogeneity of the polychromator crystal was the limiting factor
for the focal spot size. For x-ray energies higher than 15 keV where the Laue geometry is a better choice,
the best focal spot size is reportedly 40 µm [35].
Other improvements in the design of the bender for solving minor issues, such as that the position of the
crystal changes during the bending process due to various reasons, has been reported [63, 64, 65, 66].
While the four-point bender is the most-widely adopted method, other bender designs exist for specific
needs. An example is the bender with a fixed-radius, which is machined to have the desired curvature of the
crystal on one side of the bender frame, and when the crystal is attached onto the bender by forces perpen-
dicular to the surface, it will form the curvature that is the same as the bender [49, 67, 68]. The limitation
of this design is the fixed bending radius once it is produced, while the advantages are the convenience of
manufacturing the bender and engaging the crystal onto the bender and the guaranteed curvature of interest,
which makes it a good candidate for spectrometer prototyping.
Horizontal focusing and vertical focusing
The energy dispersive dimension of the x-ray beam prepared by the spectrometers in most of the existing
EDXAS beamlines is the horizontal dimension. One of the advantages of this choice is the naturally wide
shape of the bending magnet synchrotron x-ray beam, providing a long footprint on the curved crystal and,
as a consequence, a large angular divergence, which usually gives large enough energy range for XANES and
EXAFS. Also, for the purpose of achieving small focal size for good spatial resolution, the small vertical size
of source beam is also an advantage while focusing mirrors are still used to further bring down the vertical
focal size.
Vertically focusing EDXAS system with a bending magnet synchrotron x-ray source covers a smaller
energy range due to the small original vertical size of the incident x-ray beam. However, the magnitude of a
few hundred eV energy range from the vertically focusing system is usually more than enough for XANES
study. The original horizontal beam size is preserved for fast spectroscopy scanning for large samples and
3D computed tomography can also be carried out with higher efficiency than a horizontally focusing system.
With an undulator x-ray source, a balanced system can be designed with reflection mirrors in both
dimensions, while one of the two dimensions can be used to prepare the energy dispersive focusing beam and
the other dimension is reserved for size expansion to cover the object. The choice of undulator source over
the bending magnet source in this system has the advantage of high intensity as discussed in previous text.
1.4.3 Detection
Position sensitive detectors transforms the energy-angle relation as prepared by the spectrometer to energy-
position at the detector location. Thus, the signal captured by the detector is the x-ray transmission spectra
after the absorption of everything between the x-ray source and the detector.
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In the early EDXAS studies, the detectors were mostly Photodiode Arrays (PDA) [69, 3]. More recently
work on ID24 at ESRF has been directed at developing a scintillator-based Energy Dispersive EXAFS (EDE)
detector. Scintillators that convert x-ray photons to visible light are optically coupled to Charge Coupled
Device (CCD) cameras. The achievable detection rate commonly gets to about 10 kHz, and fulfills the need
of many time-resolved applications [70]. In recent years, the XSTRIP detector system has been developed
based on [20], pushing the detection rate to MHz level, and been successfully applied in Photon Factory [25]
and ESRF [21].
Energy calibration can be carried out in several ways. One way is to match spectral features of known
samples measured at standard XAS beamlines. Hundreds of eV is normally used depending on the energy
separation of clear absorption features away from the edge energy. The second way is to measure the spectra
of two elements simultaneously when the energy dispersion in the beam is large enough to cover the K-edge
energy of both elements. Another way is to measure a single standard element and use the clear K-edge jump
energy and some system dimension parameters (detector pixel size, spectrometer-to-sample and sample-to-
detector distances, crystal parameters) to determine the energy distribution on the detector.
1.4.4 Mirrors
Kirkpatrick-Baez (KB) mirrors are used in EDXAS systems for different purposes. One is to bring down
the beam size nearly independent of x-ray energy. For the EDXAS systems with undulator source, a KB
mirror that focuses the beam before the spectrometer is necessary to bring more beam divergence from the
highly collimated original beam to improve the energy range covered [71]. Mirrors with metal coating are
also common tools to preserve or reduce high energy components by utilizing the energy dependent critical
angle of the coating which is Z or atomic number dependent.
1.5 Applications
1.5.1 Time resolved applications
Time resolution for chemical transformation observation is one of the initial motivations for the development
of the EDXAS system.
An example is the study of photo-chemical and photo-physical properties of [CuI(NN)2]
+ diamine coordi-
nation complexes for its potential as a photosensitizer. Scanning monochromators have served as a powerful
tool in the past decade providing good signal-to-noise ratio typically with 1 kHz laser pulses and acquisition
time of up to 40 h. The EDXAS system in this application achieved better than 100 kHz repetition rate
in total experimental time of about 2 h. The disadvantage of the EDXAS in this kind of application is the
restriction to a transmission geometry and thus is only suitable for high concentration samples [72].
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1.5.2 Differential EXAFS
A Differential EXAFS spectrum is a technique that employs the subtle changes in EXAFS signals resulting
from atomic level displacements in a molecular environment. The accuracy of interatomic distance mea-
surements requires high statistical accuracy and high stability during the experiment. With flux of more
than 1 × 1013 photons/eV, relative errors of 1 × 10−6 can be produced in a few hours. High stability is
also very important. A 0.01 eV energy shift would give rise to false signal. With an energy dispersive XAS
spectrometer, measurements of interatomic distance at the order of femtometers and below can be made with
confidence [73].
1.5.3 2D/3D XAS mapping
Benefited from the short acquisition time per spectrum per spatial position, 2D and 3D micro-XAS mapping
is practically possible. For example, a 100 pixel by 100 pixel (10,000) spectra image can be acquired in a few
hours [74].
A recent study spatially identified the oxidation state of Fe compounds encrusting a 1.9 billion-year-old
microfossil from the Gunflint Formation in Canada with the µEDXAS technique. A 3D computed tomography
by µEDXAS was carried out with 2 degree angular step size, 2 µm spatial step size for 5 slices spaced by 2
µm. Each slice takes about one to two hours [53].
1.5.4 Extreme conditions
Studies at extreme conditions (i.e., high pressure [75], high temperature [76], extreme magnetic fields [77])
are another major application scenario of EDXAS for its advantages of high time resolution, high stability,
etc. An in-situ laser heating system coupled with diamond anvil cells has been equipped in ID24 at ESRF
for these applications.
1.6 Discussion
One limitation of EDXAS comes with its advantage – the simultaneous data collection for the full spectral
range. The application of EDXAS is almost exclusively used for transmission measurements. The use of
fluorescence techniques is not easily implemented as the fluorescence signal from the target atoms triggered
by the incident photons is always present and is not correlated with an incident energy. A compromise
option, turbo-XAS, employs a fast scanning slit between the spectrometer and the sample and thus allows
the coupling of energy and fluorescence signal, with bearable sacrifice of the time efficiency. Nevertheless, the
high stability of the beam in terms of both energy and position is still a great advantage [62]. Turbo-XAS is
now a routinely used technique for dilute catalysts [78].
All EDXAS beamlines worldwide are dedicated to micro focus applications, pursuing the highest possible
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flux and sensitivity, which is great for what the beamlines are usually designed for. However, in many research
scenarios, the ability of the beamlines is more than required for the experiment.
With this in mind, focusing the beam in one dimension for the dispersive energy band and preserving the
beam size in the other dimension is a suitable design for applications where spatial information matters. This
will result in a line beam. The energy dispersive wide beam can then be used for 2D and 3D XAS mapping
where the width of the beam can be as wide as the object, thus, increasing the throughput and reducing
the need to raster scan a spot focused beam across the object. This can speed up imaging of objects on the
order of a hundred or thousand times depending on the detector and source properties. Such a system has
been developed and implemented at the BMIT beamline at the CLS and is the topic of this thesis. This
system operates around the Se K-edge and has high spatial resolution (about 10 µm) for EDXAS CT imaging
experiments with acquisition times of about 12 minutes per slice without pushing the limits of the detector.
Improvements of energy resolution and focal spot size are expected by further implementation of asym-
metry angle optimized crystals. Simulations and experiments have proved that properly choosing asymmetry
angle optimizes the focal spot size [46] and energy resolution [49] at the same time. The drawback of this
kind of spectrometer is that the optimization is energy specific, therefore, a set of spectrometers may need to
be prepared for every element of interest and beamline setting (diffracted beam direction) need to be changed
accordingly.
1.7 Project Objectives and Thesis Outline
1.7.1 Project motivation
Previous studies [49, 79] on spectral K-Edge Subtraction (spectral KES) imaging have taken advantage of
the so-called ‘magic condition’ and achieved small focus size and good energy resolution with asymmetric
bent Laue crystals. While the good energy resolution ensures the entire beam is useful for the KES imaging,
the least square fit algorithm is used for solving a ‘subtraction’ type problem. The advantage of the good
energy resolution is not fully utilized.
An obviously suitable scenario for the energy dispersive beam prepared by a magic condition monochro-
mator could be x-ray absorption spectroscopy study. Plus, the dimension of the beam that is not altered
by the monochromator provides spatial information, which is lacked by most of the existing EDXAS beam-
lines. With the combined information from the energy dispersion dimension and the spatial dimension of the
diffracted beam, the magic condition monochromator can make the fastest (per spectrum) x-ray absorption
spectroscopy technique where suitable.
1.7.2 Project objectives
The primary objective of this work was to
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(I) demonstrate a properly designed energy dispersive bent Laue monochromator can achieve an energy
resolution sufficient to perform wide field of view x-ray absorption spectroscopy imaging studies.
The sub-objectives in support of the primary objective were to
(II) develop an understanding of why the magic condition results in good energy dispersive properties,
(III) develop user-friendly software for data analysis including that for a similar method - spectral KES,
and
(IV) lay the groundwork for a deeper understanding of the energy properties to support possible future
improvements in systems of this type.
1.7.3 Thesis outline
In brief, the thesis describes the development of a novel imaging technique - Wide Field EDXAS imaging.
It starts with explaining the mechanism of a magic condition monochromator with the emphasis on its
energy property, continues with the data analysis software developed for the imaging technique, followed by
a detailed description of the system and experiment results demonstrating its feasibility and performance,
ends with a theory development that brings opportunities for the improvement of the technique and, more
importantly, new insights into bent crystal optics.
Chapter 2 The ‘magic condition’ is the principle concept in several previously developed imaging tech-
niques. The energy dispersion property is almost a bonus when an asymmetric bent Laue monochromator
is carefully designed for minimized focal size by matching the magic condition. However, the mechanism
used to achieve the magic condition does not describe the energy property of such a crystal. To understand
the energy aspect of the magic condition, a new approach is developed. It describes this special condition
from the angle point-of-view and explains the energy property by looking inside of the crystal. This chapter
addresses Objective II.
Chapter 3 Developing a new imaging technique means there is no existing standard program for analysing
the experiment data for this project. And because of the complexity of the data acquired, analysis cannot
be completed in a few simple steps. Therefore, developing an automated data analysis tool is essential for
the study in this project. This chapter addresses Objective III.
The development of the program has been started with simulated data before the beamtime experiments.
IDL procedures and functions have been written and used for analysing data in the early stage of the project.
Later, the Python based program (XSIP) that fully automates the entire data analysis workflow was developed
for the following considerations.
To help the newly developed imaging technique being acknowledged and employed by potentially inter-
ested researchers worldwide, an all-in-one user friendly data analysis program is essential. Plus, the software
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built for the presented Wide Field EDXAS imaging system can be easily adapted for another imaging tech-
nique - the spectral K-edge subtraction imaging, because the two techniques share the same principles and
data analysis algorithms. The software is developed with Python instead of continuing with IDL for several
of its advantages: (i) it is easy to learn and easy to use, which is one of the reason that (ii) it is the most
popular scientific programming language for general purpose, (iii) it works better at memory management
when handling large volume dataset and (iv) it is free.
Chapter 4 This paper reported the development and performance of imaging system in detail. The
principles and the design of the system were explained. The result of the feasibility test demonstrated that
the concept of the project was valid. Further tests for evaluating the ability and limitation of the system
were reported. It has shown the ability of the technique for potential applications in biology or industry field.
The work reported in this chapter also motivated us to pursue better understanding of bent Laue optics and
to develop the theory reported in the next chapter. This chapter addresses the Primary Objective I.
Chapter 5 For energy dispersive x-ray imaging techniques, the energy resolution of the system is a critical
factor in analyzing the fine structures of x-ray absorption spectra. The magic condition provides energy
resolution that is good enough to accomplish x-ray absorption spectroscopy studies but not as good as typical
double flat crystal monochromators. To investigate the mechanism for energy resolution improvement, efforts
have been made to better understand bent Laue crystal optics.
The present work in this chapter describes a new approach for interpreting bent Laue diffraction from
a ray-tracing point of view. This new quasi-mono beam approach explains energy and spatial properties of
bent Laue optics, predicts phenomena that can improve energy dispersion related x-ray imaging techniques
and provides a powerful tool for easier realization of ray-tracing simulations for bent Laue monochromators.
It suggests ways to improve the developed imaging system of the thesis project and also brings insights for
the improvement and design of synchrotron x-ray beamlines. This chapter addresses Objective IV.
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Preface The ‘magic condition’ is the principle concept in several previously developed imaging techniques.
The energy dispersion property is almost a bonus when an asymmetric bent Laue monochromator is carefully
designed for minimized focal size by matching the magic condition. However, the mechanism used to achieve
the magic condition does not describe the energy property of such a crystal. To understand the energy
aspect of the magic condition, a new approach is developed. It describes this special condition from the angle
point-of-view and explains the energy property by looking inside of the crystal.
This paper addresses Objective II to develop an understanding of why the magic condition results in good
energy dispersive properties.
Note The work presented in Chapter 2 is the basis of the theory developed in Chapter 5. However, due
to the extension of the theory, some symbols and variables in Chapter 5 have to be defined differently from
Chapter 2. These symbols and variables are listed below.
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• X-ray source distance: f1 in Chapter 2; p in Chapter 5.
• Geometric focus: f2g in Chapter 2; qG in Chapter 5.
• Single-ray focus: f2s in Chapter 2; qS in Chapter 5.
• Angle φ: The angle between the x-ray diffraction direction and the crystal surface normal in Chapter
2; the directional angle from the x-ray incident direction to the crystal surface normal in Chapter 5.
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Abstract
Elastically bent single crystal Laue case diffraction crystals provide interesting new opportunities for imaging
and spectroscopy applications. The diffraction properties are well understood, however, the ability to easily
model the diffracted beams hinders assessment of the focal, phase and energy dispersive properties needed for
many applications. This work begins to collect the elements needed to ray trace diffracted beams within bent
Laue crystals for the purpose of incorporation into other powerful ray tracing applications such as SHADOW.
Specifically, we address the condition in a bent Laue crystal where a cylindrically bent Laue crystal will focus
all the polychromatic diffracted beams at a single location when a specific asymmetry angle condition is met
for a target x-ray energy – the so-called ‘magic condition’. The focal size of the beam can be minimized,
but this condition also results in excellent energy dispersive properties. The conceptual and mathematical
aspects of this interesting focusing and energy dispersive phenomenon is discussed.
Keywords: x-ray diffraction, Laue diffraction, x-ray energy dispersion, focusing x-ray optics
2.1 Introduction
X-ray Laue or transmission type monochromators have been used for many types of applications. Their use
has typically been limited due to reduced efficiency compared to Bragg or reflection type monochromators.
However, in high x-ray energy applications, the small Bragg angle of the incident x-rays to the crystal surface
in the Bragg geometry severely limit the acceptance of the monochromator in the diffraction plane. Also,
the Laue geometry is better at handling high incident powers that are generated by synchrotron or other
high-power x-ray sources.
An example of the Laue and Bragg geometries is shown in Figure 2.1. Note in the figures that the lattice
planes can be inclined relative to the crystal surfaces and the angle forms what is called the asymmetry angle.
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Figure 2.1: Crystal plate diffraction geometries. (a) Symmetric Laue geometry. (b) Symmetric Bragg
geometry. (c) Asymmetric Laue geometry. (d) Asymmetric Bragg geometry.
This angle can expand or compress the diffracted beam size relative to the incoming size. This angle also
can alter the diffraction properties of the crystal and has an impact on the Laue geometry and discussion of
this angle is a significant part of this manuscript.
The properties of single crystals in both geometries are well understood [80, 45, 44]. Often, there is a
need to focus or increase the energy dispersion so elastic bending of crystals is often desired. The diffraction
properties of elastically bent Laue crystals can be described by wave theories [81, 51, 40] and lamella models
[82]. For the discussion that follows, the crystals will be elastically bent single crystals such as silicon.
Suppose, for simplicity, that a focusing bent Laue crystal is considered with a polychromatic incident x-ray
beam. Similar arguments will apply for a defocusing or virtual focus system. The focal properties of such a
crystal is complicated by two effects. One, there is a geometric focus arising from the overall curvature of the
lattice in the diffraction plane. Also, each ray that intercepts the crystal will generate a bundle of diffracted
rays that will focus (either a real or virtual focus). An example of the geometric focusing arrangement is
shown in Figure 2.2(a) and the effect of diffraction on each ray in Figure 2.2(b).
Normally, the two foci do not coincide with each other. A carefully chosen asymmetry angle is critical
for matching the two. It has been previously reported [83] that coinciding the geometric focus and single-ray
focus optimizes the focal size. Lately, it has been also reported that when the coincidence condition is met,
the energy resolution of the focused beam is optimized as well [49, 44]. This condition has been referred
to as the ‘magic condition’ [49], and it has enabled several novel imaging techniques, e.g. spectral K-edge
subtraction imaging [49, 67], wide field energy dispersive x-ray absorption speciation imaging [68], and phase
preserving beam expander [44]. Principle terms needed for designing a bent Laue crystal that match the
magic condition are asymmetry angle χ, Bragg angle for the center energy of interest, θB , crystal bending
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Figure 2.2: Bent asymmetric Laue focusing. Figure a shows the geometric focusing with the source
at a distance f1, the bent Laue crystal with radius R, asymmetry angle χ, Bragg angle θ and focal
distance f2g. Figure b shows a chosen relationship between the incident ray in relation to the Bragg
planes (BP), the crystal surface normal (n̂) and the asymmetry angle χ. The geometry shown results
in rays diffracted at the entrance and exit of the crystal converging and focusing at f2s.
radius, R, Poisson’s ratio, ν, and source to crystal distance f1.
The presented work explains conceptually and mathematically how the ‘magic condition’ is met for a bent
Laue crystal.
2.2 Conceptual View of the Magic Condition
The magic condition (f2g = f2s) is illustrated in Figure 2.3, where the x-ray beams diffracted at point A,
B and C go in the same direction. Point A is in the neutral plane of the crystal which is defined as the
reference plane that separates the unbent crystal thickness into equal halves. The central plane is neither
compressed nor expanded. Points B and C are the exit and entrance points on the crystal surface located
on the concave and convex side of the crystal, respectively. As shown in Figure 2.3(a), the concave side of
the crystal is compressed while the convex side is expanded.
Figure 2.3(b) gives a detailed view of the compressed half of the crystal. The magic condition f2g = f2s
implies that the diffraction angle at points A and B are the same, or θB = θ
′
B . According to Bragg’s law,
when θB = θ
′
B , the energy of the x-ray diffracted at the right end of lattice plane α is the same as the energy
of the one diffracted at the left end of lattice plane β. Since the effective Bragg angle on lattice plane α and
lattice plane β is increasing along the horizontal direction and θB equals θ
′
B , lattice plane β then acts like an
extension of lattice plane α at point B. And from Equation (2.28) (in section 2.3.4), we know that when this
dispersive condition is met, the thickness of the crystal, T, is not part of the equation. This means at every
point in the crystal along the way of the diffracted x-ray, the lattice has the same diffraction angle as the
exit point B. Every diffracted x-ray on the left side of this path has lower energy, and every diffracted x-ray
on the right side of this path has higher energy as indicated by the colors in Figure 2.3(a). So that lattice
planes α and β are appearing as a single lattice plane where point A and B are stitched together. When this
condition is met, not only the lattice planes α and β, but all lattice planes in the bent Laue crystal, act like
bigger Bragg reflection planes overlapping everyone else with their Bragg angles perfectly aligned.
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Figure 2.3: Energy dispersion of a bent Laue crystal at the ‘magic condition’. Figure a shows the
condition where the geometric and single-ray focus match. Figure b shows the detailed view of the
relationship between bending of lattice planes α and β, local Bragg and asymmetry angles at the two
locations A and B.
2.3 Mathematical View of the Magic Condition
To simplify the discussion, we take the concave compressed half of the crystal as an example. From the
crystal geometry shown in Figure 2.3, one can easily tell θB equals the sum of χ and φ, where χ is the angle
between the diffraction plane and the surface normal (the asymmetry angle) and φ is the angle between the
x-ray diffraction direction and the crystal surface normal. The condition that θB = θ
′
B can be described as
the sum of the changes of χ and φ equaling zero.
∆χ+ ∆φ = (χ1 − χ0) + (φ1 − φ0) = 0. (2.1)
The change of χ angle is caused by the deformation of the crystal which is, for example, on the concave
side of the crystal, the compression of the crystal in one dimension and the resulting elastic expansion in the
two transverse dimensions. The change of φ angle can be determined with the magic condition geometry.
Details will be discussed in section 2.3.3.
2.3.1 Thickness of a deformed crystal
Due to the bending force, the crystal is compressed on the concave side and expanded on the convex side in
the direction of axis Y as shown in Figure 2.4. The compression or expansion causes an opposite deformation
in the direction of axis X and Z. Axis Z (not shown in the figure) is orthogonal to the plane of XY, and not
considered in the discussion here.
The thickness of the crystal (along axis X ) is changed by bending considering the elastic property of the
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Figure 2.4: Schematic to estimate the change in bent crystal thickness and asymmetric angle χ. The
relevant dimensions and angles are discussed in the text.
crystal through Poisson’s ratio, which is defined by
ν = − (∆X/X)/(∆Y/Y ). (2.2)
The negative sign implies that the compression (expansion) ∆Y results in a transverse expansion (compres-
sion) ∆X. Thus, a crystal when bent will experience a growth in thickness on the compressed concave side
and a reduction in thickness on the expanded convex side.
It can be shown that the thickness τ of bent crystal can be related to the unbent distance, x, away from









where R is the bending radius of the crystal plate. As a value, τ and x will be positive on the compressed
side and negative on the expanded side. τ will be used in the discussion on ∆φ and ∆χ because using this
variable avoids accounting for the change of sign when crossing the neutral plane.










where the plus sign refers to the compressed side of the crystal and the minus sign refers to the expanded
side. Note that τ+ and τ− are both positive values. Therefore, τ = τ+ and τ = −τ− for the compressed and
expanded sides, respectively.
Since the original thicknesses for the compressed half of the crystal and the expanded half of the crystal
are both T/2, the total thickness Tbent after bending with radius R is, using Equation (2.4),






In the limit of large bending radius (νT/2R→ 0), the bent crystal thickness is just flat crystal thickness T ,
as expected.
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2.3.2 The change in the angle between the diffraction plane and the surface
normal, ∆χ
The change in χ over the crystal thickness is also a result of the deformation of crystal as shown in Figure 2.4.
Now that we have Tbent, we can calculate h and t for determining tan (χ+ ∆χ). Assuming in the first unit
cell (the left dark blue shaded box in Figure 2.4), tanχ0 =
h0
t0

























1 + ν · τ+/R
· tanχ0. (2.8)




1− tanχ0 · tan∆χ
=
1− τ+/R
1 + ν · τ+/R
· tanχ0. (2.9)
Solving the equation using the small angle approximation for ∆χ, we get
∆χ+ = tan∆χ =
− (1 + ν) · τ+ · tanχ0
(R+ ντ+) + (R− τ+) · tan2χ0
. (2.10)
It can be generalized to both side of the neutral plane as
∆χ = tan∆χ =
− (1 + ν) · τ · tanχ0
(R+ ντ) + (R− τ) · tan2χ0
. (2.11)
The term τ can be replaced by the Equation (2.3) for the calculation with flat crystal thickness if needed.
The total ∆χT across the crystal is then
∆χT =
− (1 + ν) · τ+ · tanχ0
(R+ ντ+) + (R− τ+) · tan2χ0
− (1 + ν) · τ− · tanχ0
(R− ντ−) + (R+ τ−) ·tan2χ0
(2.12)
≈ −τ+ + τ−
2R
(1 + ν) sin 2χ0 (2.13)
= −Tbent
2R







2.3.3 The change in the angle between the x-ray diffraction direction and the
crystal surface normal, ∆φ
Figure 5 shows again the compressed half of the crystal and O is the center of the crystal bending circle. AO
and BO are along the corresponding crystal surface normal directions, and AB is the path of the diffracted
single x-ray in the crystal. It is obvious that the change of angle φ is equal to angle ω,
ω = φ1 − φ0. (2.15)
In the triangle ABO,
a+ b = R, (2.16)
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Figure 2.5: Schematic to estimate the change in φ. Point A and B are the same as in Figure 2.3.








(θB − χ0) =
(R− τ+) sinω
tan (θB − χ0)
(2.17)
b = (R− τ+) cosω. (2.18)
Therefore,
(R− τ+) sinω
tan (θB − χ0)
+ (R− τ+) cosω = R. (2.19)
Using the small angle approximation, we have
(R− τ+)ω








Solving the equation for ω, and we get 2 solutions,
ω1 =
1



















The first solution, ω1, is the solution we need, while ω2 exists mathematically but it is not practical for
the optical application here. Generalizing ω1 to both sides of the neutral plane,
∆φ =
1























≈ τ+ + τ−
R




tan (θB − χ0). (2.26)
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2.3.4 Calculation for the condition: ∆χT + ∆φT = 0












(2 + ν) · tanχ0 + ν · tanθB · tan2χ0 + tan3χ0 − tanθB = 0. (2.28)
Solving Equation (2.28) for χ0 is best done numerically. There is an analytical solution, but it is not
insightful. When applied to high energy x-rays, both θB and χ0 are close to zero. Using the approximations





which agrees with the approximated solution for magic condition from other literature [44].
2.4 Energy Spread of the Single Exit Ray
With a source at an infinite distance and assuming the lattice d-spacing is not affected by the crystal
deformation, the magic condition would be the ultimate energy dispersion condition at a specific energy for
a bent Laue crystal. However, the energy spread mostly will not be smaller than that allowed by an unbent
crystal.
When the d-spacing variation caused by the crystal deformation is taken into account, the energy spread
in the single exit ray is increased according to Bragg’s law.






















d′ is greater than d0, which means the distance of the lattice planes are expanded rather than compressed
at the compression side of the bent crystal. This condition can also be easily described with crystal original
thickness and asymmetry angle.
The bandwidth ∆E/E from a bent crystal arising from d-spacing variation will be the difference between
the d-spacing on the compressed side from the uncompressed side.
∆E/E = ∆d/d = |(d+ − d−) /d0| . (2.33)
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cos2 χ0 − ν sin2 χ0
)
. (2.34)
There are other aspects that will be involved in the energy resolution of such a monochromator. There is
only one energy that matches the magic condition. The divergence of the beam in the diffraction plane will
create energies that ‘wander off’ the matching condition. Other factors will also affect the ultimate energy
dispersive properties, for example, i) the spatial resolution of the detector, ii) the x-ray source size, iii) the
intrinsic Darwin width of the effective Bragg plane, iv) the monochromatic beam spread on a detector [21].
When there is an asymmetry angle and the magic condition is met, it can be considered as the mono beam
spread (the 4th term) is minimized. Every single-ray in the diffracted beam is monochromatic and the only
adverse contribution of the crystal to the undesired energy spread in a monochromatic single-ray is caused
by the d-spacing variation over the bent crystal.
2.5 Conclusions
A conceptual and mathematical model of magic condition bent Laue focusing geometry was presented with
emphasis on its energy dispersive properties. The condition required for focusing and the energy dispersion
are derived along with their approximate solutions. The solutions for the local χ and d-spacing values can
be used to ray trace diffracted beams. This will allow us to better develop single or multiple crystal bent
Laue optics for imaging and energy dispersive spectroscopy applications.
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Chapter 3
X-ray Spectral Imaging Program: XSIP
Publication status The content of this chapter is a manuscript to be submitted to Journal of Synchrotron
Radiation: Computer Programs for publication as an article. Minor modifications may be made to the
manuscript before publication.
Author contribution The author of the thesis developed the algorithm of the software introduced in this
paper with Prof. Chapman, collected the data presented in the paper with help from Dr. Samadi, wrote all
the code of the software, tested the software compatibility on multiple types of operating systems, wrote all
sections of the paper, wrote user guide documents and is maintaining the open source GitHub repository of
the software. Dr. Samadi helped in the experiments for collecting data presented in the paper, tested the
program with spectral K-edge subtraction imaging data and revised the manuscript. Prof. Chapman helped
developing the algorithm, wrote core prototype code in IDL (Interactive Data Language) and revised the
manuscript.
Preface Developing a new imaging technique means there is no existing standard program for analysing
the experiment data from this project. And because of the complexity of the data acquired, analysis cannot
be completed in a few simple steps. Therefore, developing an automated data analysis tool is essential for
the study in this project.
This paper addresses Objective III to develop user-friendly software for data analysis including that for
a similar method - spectral K-Edge Subtraction imaging.
The development of the program has been started with simulated data before any experiments. IDL
procedures and functions have been written and used for analysing data in the early stage of the project.
Later, the Python based program (XSIP) that fully automates the entire data analysis workflow was developed
for the following considerations.
To help the newly developed imaging technique being acknowledged and employed by potentially inter-
ested researchers worldwide, an all-in-one user friendly data analysis program is essential. Plus, the software
built for the presented Wide Field EDXAS imaging system can be easily adapted for another imaging tech-
nique - the spectral K-edge subtraction imaging, because the two techniques share the same principles and
data analysis algorithms. The software is developed with Python for several advantages: (i) it is easy to learn
and easy to use and thus (ii) it is the most popular scientific programming language for general purpose, (iii)
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it works better at handling large volume dataset and (iv) it is free.
XSIP is an open access software developed with Python 3.6. It is accessible at https://github.com/
darwinqii/XSIP along with detailed documentation for installation and user guide.
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Abstract
Spectral K-edge Subtraction Imaging and Wide Field Energy Dispersive XAS imaging are novel, related,
synchrotron imaging techniques for element absorption contrast imaging and element speciation imaging,
respectively. These two techniques serve different goals but share the same x-ray optics principles with a
bent Laue type monochromator and the same data processing algorithms. As there is a growing interest to
implement these novel techniques in synchrotron facilities, a Python based software has been developed to
automate the data processing procedures for both techniques. In this paper, the concept of the essential data
processing algorithms are explained, the workflow of the software is described, the main features and some
related utilities are introduced.
3.1 Introduction
Bent Laue or transmission type silicon crystals have been widely used as monochromators in synchrotron
x-ray studies, including K-edge Subtraction Imaging (KES) [84] and Energy Dispersive X-ray Absorption
Spectroscopy (EDXAS) [21]. KES and EDXAS are x-ray techniques that serve different research purposes
and have different experimental procedures and data analysis. Recently, the developments of a spectral KES
imaging technique and a Wide Field EDXAS imaging technique (WF-EDXAS) blur the boundary between
these two techniques as they share the same principle, similar instrumentation and similar data analysis
method. The difference between the two imaging techniques are that spectral KES is meant for studying the
absorption contrast between an element and its matrix at relatively high energies (e.g., > 20keV), while the
WF-EDXAS is for investigating the local environment and/or the speciation of an element at lower energies
(e.g., < 15 keV) where there is informative absorption structure in the near edge region of the element.
Spectral KES and WF-EDXAS imaging will be referred to as ‘spectral imaging’ in this chapter for simplicity,
because of the commonality of the two imaging techniques.
Both spectral KES and WF-EDXAS are enabled by a bent Laue monochromator with excellent energy
dispersive properties [49, 68]. This improved energy resolution, especially in the case of KES, has resulted in
the elimination of a splitter to separate the x-rays into above and below the K-edge of the contrast element
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beams, giving a system that is simpler and easier to align. This ease of use, however, has resulted in a more
complex image analysis requirement. The program described here was developed to take advantage of the
improvement in energy resolution for KES and XAS applications.
As there is a growing interest of implementing these novel imaging techniques in facilities worldwide, a
user friendly Python based software, the X-ray Spectral Imaging program (XSIP), was developed for the
spectral imaging data analysis.
3.2 Theory
In conventional KES, two x-ray absorption images are collected at energies below and above the edge (usually
the K edge) energy of the contrast element. A negative logarithm subtraction is done between the two
absorption images so that the absorption jump by the contrast agent at the edge energy is prominent from
the background absorption. In other words, the two measurements made allow for solving for two materials
given the attenuation properties of the two materials.
The spectral imaging system prepares a focused line x-ray beam that has a small focal size and a good
energy dispersion property in the focusing dimension (e.g., the vertical hereafter), while the other dimension
(e.g., the horizontal) of the beam forms a line at the focus where the object to be imaged is located.
According to the Bragg’s law, the diffraction angles and the energies of the x-rays in the focused beam are
correlated. When an area detector is hit by the beam at a certain distance, the angle-energy correlation then
results in a position-energy correlation on the detector in the vertical dimension. Having the monochromator
match the so-called ‘magic condition’ [44] is critical for achieving a small focal size and good energy resolution.
When a sample is placed at the focal line, the x-rays at all energies in the beam is attenuated by the
sample, and the transmitted x-rays propagate to the detector. Now the pixels on the detector captures
the transmitted x-ray signal, and the vertical positions of these pixels on the detector provide the energy
information of the captured x-ray photons. Therefore, an attenuation spectrum for every horizontal position
of the sample is captured. Because the shape of the beam at the focus is a line beam, the contrast materials
are quantified in the horizontal dimension. By scanning the sample in the vertical dimension for a 2D
distribution of the contrast materials. Similarly, a rotation of the sample can be used to generate a CT image
of the materials. Detailed descriptions of the system can be found in [49] and [68].
To solve for the quantities of the subject materials in the beam, the two-equation problem in KES
becomes a n-equation problem or a curve fitting problem in the spectral KES case. Regardless of the number
of materials, as long as less than n, the equation system is over-defined and a least square fit algorithm is
used for the best solution of the quantities.
Reference mass attenuation spectra (µρ (E) as a function of energy, E) of the materials is needed for
the least square fit calculation and proper extraction of quantifiable projected density values (ρt, the mass
density and thickness product). For spectral KES which is suitable for high energies, the references are
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calculated with built-in functions (including absorption, elastic scattering and inelastic scattering) in the
program, because of the simplicity of the near edge absorption spectrum of high atomic number elements.
For WF-EDXAS, the reference data can be external measurements by dedicated XAS beamlines or internal
using the spectral imaging system. Reference data measured by the system is preferred as it accounts for the
monochromator energy resolution and energy calibration.
3.3 Program Workflow
The core algorithm of the spectral imaging data analysis is to fit a series of reference spectra to the measured
spectrum at every location on the sample. The workflow of the program includes loading system settings and
the data, preprocessing, curve fitting for XANES data and CT reconstruction if needed.
3.3.1 System settings and data loading
Some parameters of the imaging system should be defined prior to the data analysis. The critical ones are the
Laue crystal asymmetry angle [49], reflection reciprocal indices, the contrast element K-edge x-ray energy, the
effective pixel size of the detector and the distance between the focus of the diffracted beam and the detector.
This information is essential for analysis. These parameters can be input either with an ‘arrangement.dat’
file which will be then read by the program, or with manual input in a prepared pop-up window when the
‘arrangement.dat’ file is unavailable or not preferred.
For proper data analysis, the images from the detector need to be corrected for dark current and detector
response. Correction images in the form of beam off images, ‘Dark’ images, and beam on with no sample
images, ‘Flat’ images, are required. A number of Dark images and Flat images (10 images for each by default)
are read in and averaged. A number of ‘Edge’ images are read in for the energy calibration. These images
are taken with an elemental form of the contrast material in the beam with no sample present. Data images
with the sample or ‘Tomo’ images are read in and are grouped by slice if a multi-slice CT scan was done.
3.3.2 Preprocessing
Dark and flat normalization
The averaged Dark images and averaged Flat images are used to normalize the absorption of x-rays by the












where (µρ )i is the energy dependent mass attenuation coefficient of component i inside the sample, (ρt)i is
the projected density of component i contributing to the attenuation and N is the measured photon count
for Dark, Flat and Tomo images as marked by the subscriptions, respectively.
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The Flat image is also used for determining the useful field of the beam. Due to the nature of the
synchrotron source x-rays, the beam intensity profile is a near Gaussian distribution in vertical dimension.
Also, the detector may have spatial variations in response that needs to be accounted for in determining the
useful beam region.
K-edge position and energy distribution on the detector
To determine the energy distribution information on the detector, the element under investigation in the
form of a solid film or solution was placed in the beam for collecting the reference Edge images. An example
of the Edge image is shown in Figure 3.1(a).
Figure 3.1: An example Edge image. (a) A 0.2 mm selenium film is used as the edge reference
material. The arrow indicates the absorption edge at 12.658 keV. Data collected on Sep. 10, 2015. (b)
The energy-pixel mapping in the total field of view of the detector.
Because of the absorption jump at the edge energy, the Edge image is darker on the high energy side and
brighter on the lower energy side. In theory, the border of the two regions is a sharp transition. The transition
takes place in a small energy range (∆EE ≈ 10
−4) because of the core-hole lifetime and the monochromator
energy resolution. Derivatives of all the columns of the Edge image is taken and the peak index of the
derivative curve sets the edge energy.
The energy-position information for every pixel of the detector can then be determined using Figure 3.2(a).










where EDi is the energy at the ith pixel of the detector, h is the Planck constant, c is the speed of light,
dhkl is the lattice spacing of the crystal Bragg planes, θK is the Bragg diffraction angle of the x-rays at the
K-edge energy, dfd is the focus-to-detector distance, yK is the detector pixel location of the K-edge energy
and yDi is the ith detector pixel location. An example of the energy mapping in the detector field of view is
shown in Figure 3.1(b).
The energy mapping can be done in another way which is more accurate but requires the reference material
with identifiable absorption features at two energies. For example, the near edge absorption spectrum of
selenate (in pH 7.4 Bicine buffer (C6H13NO4)) has two absorption peaks at 12.667 keV and 12.681 keV.
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Figure 3.2: The geometry for relating the diffraction angles and the pixel positions on the detector
with (a) one reference energy and (b) two reference energies. The K-edge energy, the monochromator
focal distance, the focus-to-detector distance, the Bragg plane indices and the crystal asymmetry angle
are the determining factors.
With the pixel positions and the energies of the two peaks, the energy distribution on the detector can be
determined as shown in Figure 3.2(b) and Equation (3.2), where dfd can be substituted with
dfd =
yK′ − yK
tan (2θK′ − 2θK)
, (3.3)
where yK and θK are the pixel position and the Bragg diffraction angle corresponding to the x-rays with
energies at the first absorption peak, yK′ and θK′ are the pixel position and the Bragg diffraction angle
corresponding to the x-rays with energies at the second absorption peak.
The edge image is also useful for determining the energy resolution of the system. Specifically, the width
of the absorption edge is calculated as the full width half maximum (FWHM) of the derivative of the edge
absorption spectrum. This value can be used with a Gaussian filter to blur an externally measured reference
by dedicated beamline to match the measured resolution.
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3.3.3 X-ray absorption near edge curve fitting
Reference mass attenuation spectra of the materials is needed for the calculation, which can be generated
interally, externally or measured as described before.
Every column of a projection image contains the spectrum of transmitted x-rays for the corresponding
location of the sample. With a list of mass attenuation spectra for all possible constituents, a lease square
fitting is used to solve for the projected density of all constituents that best fits the measured spectrum
[49, 68]. An example result for the curve fitting with least square approach is shown in Figure 3.3. In the
case that some constituents are not present in the sample, the linear coefficient for the projected density is
zero, theoretically. With an extensive reference library, the knowledge of possible constituents in the sample
prior to the data processing is not required. However, over the energy range measured the mass absorption
coefficient need to be distinctively different as a function of energy.
Figure 3.3: An example of spectra curve fitting. (a) The mass attenuation coefficient of reference
materials. (b) Measured absorption spectrum and fitted absorption spectrum with reference materials.
The reference spectra are also shown in the figure with their fitted weight (represented by the ampli-
tudes). The attenuation by Water is removed from the total attenuation for better demonstration.
Therefore, a horizontal projected concentration of every reference component is acquired from one sample
position. With a series of projections by scanning the sample vertically, a 2D distribution of projected con-
centrations is determined. With a series of projections by rotating the sample, a sinogram of every species can
be acquired, which when constructed will give density values of various components. An example is shown in
Figure 3.4, which demonstrates the sinograms and CT reconstruction images for samples containing different
selenium species. The gray scale of the reconstruction images represents the mass density of corresponding
selenium species (the gray scale bar is not shown). More experiemental details and clarifications are given in
Chapter 4 section 4.2.1.
In terms of programming for the least square fit calculation, the ‘torch.tensor’ object from ‘PyTorch’
package [85] is preferred to the more popular ‘numpy.array’ [86]. Although the ‘PyTorch’ package is dedicated
for machine learning tasks, the program takes advantage of its fast calculations for large multiple dimension
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matrices. Roughly, it reduces by two thirds the time used for the least square fit with ‘numpy.array’.
Figure 3.4: The sinograms of the projected density of (a) selenate, (b) selenite, (c) selenomethionine
and (d) water. The CT reconstruction of the density distributions of (e) selenate, (f) selenite, (g)
selenomethionine and (h) water. Every Se compound solution is prepared with 100 mM concentration.
7 mg/cm3 selenomethionine was detected in the seedpod of Astragalus bisulcatus, which is placed in
the center of the sample holder.
The previous examples show the results of WF-EDXAS imaging. Spectral KES data analysis can be
done the same way. The only difference is that the provided reference material list is somewhat limited to
the contrast element and a matrix material, such as water. The lack of edge structure prevents solving for
species of the contrast element and the lack of strong energy dependence of the matrix material will prevent
for solving for more than one components.
3.4 Features
3.4.1 Main task
Sharing the same principle theory and system design, experiment data for both spectral KES and WF-EDXAS
can be processed by the XSIP software.
With the input being the Dark images, the Flat images, the Edge images and the Tomo images (the real
data of the sample), the outputs of the program are individual projected densities of the reference materials.
Those reference materials not present in the sample will simply result in projected densities at or near zero.
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3.4.2 Result storage
During data processing, some important mid-way results have been collected and saved together with the final
result in a specified destination. Some examples are the energy mapping in the beam, the useful beam region
by a threshold to the intensity of the Flat image, the reference materials spectra in-use and the attenuation
data corrected by the Flat and Dark images. These mid-way results are useful when in-depth evaluation of
the data is necessary.
All results are saved in a PKL format file [87] for future access by the program. The final results are also
saved in the TIF format images for visualization.
The system settings and the main function parameters used for the analysis are saved in a TXT file as a
record for future reference.
3.4.3 Utilities
CT reconstruction
A CT reconstruction tool is provided in the program. It is a wrapper of the ‘iradon’ function from the ‘scikit-
image’ Python package [88], which applies an filtered back projection algorithm [89]. Options for desired
reconstruction filters provided by ‘scikit-image’ are available. A function for finding the rotation center index
automatically in the CT projections is also provided.
A typical CT scan with the spectral imaging system can take about 10 minutes (the time varies depending
on the exposure time and number of projections per CT slice). During the scanning, the incident photon
flux decreases because of the decay of the electron beam in storage ring, which has an adverse influence to
the data analysis. Therefore, preferred CT projection data will have an area on the left and right side of the
field of view being empty during the scan (no sample is presented in this area). In this case, the change of
the signals in the empty areas are only due to the electron beam decay and can be used to fix this issue.
Magic condition related calculators
The core principle that enables the small focal size and good energy resolution of the spectral imaging system
is the magic condition [44]. Thus, some magic condition related calculators are provided in the program for
designing and evaluating magic condition monochromators.
Variables for designing a magic condition monochromator The variables required to designed a
magic condition bent Laue monochromator are: χ (asymmetry angle), θ (center ray Bragg angle), R (crystal
bending radius), D (x-ray source distance) and ν (Poisson ratio of the crystal, which is assumed to be uniform
in the diffraction plane of the crystal). This calculator is used for one variable defining the magic condition
while the other variables are assumed to have known values.
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Metric for magic condition evaluation Due to practical limitations, such as the cost of customized
crystal, the limited space of a beamline or using the same monochromator for different energy applications,
sometimes the monochromator is seldom at the perfect magic condition. In this scenario, an evaluation for
the ‘distance’ to the magic condition is necessary. The quasi-monochromatic beam width is a useful metric
for this purpose (see Chapter 5 section 5.5). It measures the width of an x-ray beam parallel to the diffracted
center x-ray, which is zero when the monochromator matches the magic condition. It can be directly related
to both the broadened focal size and the blurred energy resolution.
Calculator for energy resolution
A good energy resolution is important for XAS studies. This calculator calculates the theoretical energy
resolution of the magic condition monochromator. The algorithm used in this calculator is more accurate
than the classic way which sums all contributions in quadrature using a Gaussian distribution model. It
calculates the mutual effect of the contributions of crystal lattice spacing variation and the finite source
distance. Details are explained in Chapter 5 section 5.4.2.
3.4.4 A graphic user interface
A graphic user interface (GUI) is available in addition to using command line functions. As shown in
Figure 3.5, there are two panels contained in the GUI. The ‘Spectral Imaging’ panel contains the main data
analysis pipeline and options to tune several parameters to optimize the data analysis. The ‘Reconstruction’
panel contains available reconstruction tools and a display canvas for sinogram and reconstruction results.
The GUI was built with the ‘tkinter’ package built-in with Python 3.5+.
Figure 3.5: Screenshots of the XSIP GUI. (a) The ‘Spectral Imaging’ panel contains the main data
analysis pipeline and several parameters to tune for best result. (b) The ‘Reconstruction’ panel contains
the reconstruction tool and a display canvas for the sinogram and reconstruction results.
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3.5 Summary
The X-ray Spectral Imaging Program (XSIP) is built specifically for the spectral KES and WF-EDXAS
imaging techniques, which have been deployed at the Canadian Light Source BMIT-BM beamline. The
program automates the analysis of the data generated from the two imaging methods and provides the
flexibility of several parameters for optimizing the analysis. Quantified projected density distributions of the
reference materials are the principle outputs of XSIP. In the case of computed tomography, the sinograms
can be optionally constructed. A GUI is provided for the essential functions and result visualization.
XSIP is an open access software developed with Python 3.6. It is accessible at https://github.com/
darwinqii/XSIP along with detailed documentation for installation and user guide. The program is compati-
ble on Windows (tested on Windows 10) and Linux (tested on Ubuntu 18.04.3 LTS and CentOS 7) platforms.
MacOS has not been tested.
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Preface This paper reported the development and performance of imaging system in detail. The principles
and the design of the system were explained. The result of the feasibility test demonstrated that the concept
of the project was valid. Further tests for evaluating the ability and limitation of the system were reported.
It has shown the ability of the technique for potential applications in biology or industry field. The work
reported in this chapter also motivated us to pursue better understanding of bent Laue optics and to develop
the theory reported in the next chapter. Experiment procedures can be found in Appendix A.
This paper addresses the Primary Objective to demonstrate a properly designed energy dispersive bent
Laue monochromator can achieve an energy resolution sufficient to perform wide field of view x-ray absorption
spectroscopy imaging studies.
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Abstract
A new energy dispersive X-ray absorption spectroscopy (EDXAS) method is presented for simultaneous wide-
field imaging and transmission X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) to enable rapid imaging and speciation
of elements. Based on spectral K-Edge Subtraction imaging (sKES), a bent Laue imaging system diffracting
in the vertical plane was developed on a bend magnet beamline for selenium speciation. The high flux and
small vertical focus, forming a wide horizontal line beam for projection imaging and computed tomography
applications, is achieved by precise matching of lattice plane orientation and crystal surface (asymmetry
angle). The condition generating a small vertical focus for imaging also provides good energy dispersion.
Details for achieving sufficient energy and spatial resolution are demonstrated for both full field imaging and
computed tomography in quantifying selenium chemical species. While this system has lower sensitivity as
it uses transmission and may lack the flux and spatial resolution of a dedicated focused beamline system, it
has significant potential in rapid screening of heterogeneous biomedical or environmental systems to correlate
metal speciation with function.
4.1 Introduction
X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy (XAS) is one of the methods used for imaging and speciation of heavier
elements in biological samples [1]. It involves measuring absorption as a function of energy near and above
the absorption edge (e.g., the K-edge) of an element [2]. XAS is often divided into two distinct regions: X-ray
Absorption Near Edge Structure (XANES)-region from 0 up to about 50 eV above the absorption edge and
Extended X-ray Absorption Fine Structure (EXAFS)-region from 50 to 1000 eV above the absorption edge
[1, 2]. Conventional x-ray and synchrotron radiation sources have been used for XAS. The advantages of using
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synchrotron sources over conventional x-ray sources are the continuous spectrum, high flux and brightness,
and small source size and beam divergence [90].
The classical method of performing XAS, which is mostly used, is to scan mechanically through the
required energy range using flat double-crystal monochromators. Most XAS measurements of dilute systems
are achieved by detecting fluorescence from the element of interest. The prevalence of using fluorescence is
because of the high sensitivity which requires an energy scanning method so that the excitation energy and
fluorescence can be correlated [91].
In Energy Dispersive XAS (EDXAS), a bent crystal monochromator is typically used to provide a fo-
cused x-ray beam that contains all the energies required to make an XAS measurement [91]. Bent crystal
monochromators in either the Bragg (reflection) or Laue (transmission) geometry have been developed for
EDXAS with the former being the first type to be developed, and the more frequently used [3, 13, 92]. The
Laue geometry may require a thin crystal to avoid significant photon loss through the crystal depending on
the x-ray energy chosen. High stability during measurements, acquisition of the spectral data in a very short
time (few microseconds), and the simultaneous collection of the whole x-ray absorption spectrum are the
reported advantages of EDXAS compared to the classical method [6].
There are few instances of the Laue geometry being used for dispersive XAS systems [39, 25, 21, 93]. One
of the impediments of using this geometry is the energy blurring that occurs due to “diffraction” in depth
through the crystal thickness because of the bending of the crystal, which results in the Borrmann fan [94] on
the exit surface of the crystal. The energy dispersive properties essential to the success of XAS are degraded
by this energy blurring.
All dedicated EDXAS beamlines use the horizontal fan of radiation to provide an energy range for XANES
and EXAFS and focus the energy dispersed beam onto the sample. These systems provide high intensity,
small focus size and stability for interrogating systems rapidly or in complex environments. However, since
the focus sizes on both the vertical and horizontal dimension are small, speciation imaging for larger samples
requires mechanically scanning the sample in both dimensions, thus the imaging efficiency is largely limited.
There is a need for EDXAS systems that are more amenable to full field imaging applications of specimens
such as plants and animals. Based on previous experience with spectral K-Edge Subtraction imaging (sKES)
[49, 44, 79], a bent Laue imaging system was developed on a bend magnet beamline, which diffracts in the
vertical plane and preserves the horizontal dimension of the beam. This system forms a wide horizontal line
beam with high flux and a small vertical focal size at the sample location, which sets the spatial resolution
perpendicular to the line beam. In addition, the system has sufficient energy dispersion and resolution for
selenium (Se) speciation and is completely compatible with full field imaging or computed tomography. This
is achieved when a proper matching condition involving the relation between the orientation of the lattice
planes and the crystal surface is met (asymmetry angle). Remarkably, the condition that provides very small
focal conditions for imaging also provides very good energy dispersion [49].
Though the sensitivity is limited due to the use of transmission XAS, a potential application is for rapid
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Figure 4.1: Schematic (a) of the bent Laue energy dispersive system for speciation imaging applica-
tion. On the top left (b) shows the crystal orientation before being bent. There is a 5-degree angle
between the normal of the crystal surface and the diffraction planes.
screening of biological / biomedical systems for the role of speciation in function. For the initial application
of this approach to speciation imaging, selenium was chosen because of its biological importance and the
variety of the oxidation states it presents.
Selenium is essential at trace levels in the diet for human and animal health [1, 95]. Though toxic at high
concentrations [96], it has been reported that up to 1 billion people worldwide are selenium deficient [97] and
several studies suggest Se supplementation can reduce the risk of some cancers [98, 99, 100, 101, 102]. Some
common species of selenium that demonstrate its different oxidation states are selenate (SeO 2–4 ), selenite
(SeO 2–3 ) and selenide (Se
2–). As a means of adaptation for survival in Se-rich soil, some plants, referred to
as Se hyperaccumulators (e.g., Astragalus bisulcatus and Stanleya pinnata), are known to accumulate Se in
excess of 1% plant dry weight [103, 104]. Due to the importance of Se, several studies using spatial imaging,
speciation, quantification and distribution of Se in plants and animals have been undertaken [95, 96, 105,
106, 107, 108, 109].
For these reasons, a Se specific speciation imaging system based on a bent Laue monochromator was
developed. By proper choice of crystal diffraction planes and asymmetry angle of those planes in relation to
the crystal surface, an energy dispersive wide field imaging system was designed and shown schematically in
Figure 4.1. The key to achieve good spatial and energy resolution is the relationship between the energy or
Bragg angle for the lattice planes, and the relative angle between the lattice planes and the crystal surface
(the asymmetry angle). Details are contained in the Method section.
The feasibility and performance of sKES for speciation imaging of selenium was demonstrated and com-
pared with standard XAS in terms of acquisition time and energy resolution.
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Figure 4.2: (a) A projection image of Na2SeO4 (Selenate), Na2SeO3 (Selenite), selenomethionine
(SeMet) solutions and water in separate tubes (from left to right) with 100 ms exposure time. Figure
(b–d) show the three tubes with Se compounds rotated so the horizontal axis is energy with super-
imposed (80 horizontally adjacent spectra) plots of the absorption spectra; each plot is color coded
specifically to a compound. The absorption edge jump can be clearly observed in each tube and plot.
(e) The absorption profiles from (b–d) superimposed for comparison.
4.2 Results
4.2.1 Feasibility test
An example of a line projection image of a series of tubes of Se compounds or water at the system focus
is shown in Figure 4.2(a). The vertical direction in the image is photon energy increasing from top to
bottom covering an energy range of approximately 90 eV. The sample included 100 mM solutions of Na2SeO4
(Selenate), Na2SeO3 (Selenite) and selenomethionine (SeMet) prepared with bicine buffer and placed in 2
mm internal diameter nylon tubes. As noted in the caption, the absorption edge is clearly seen, and plots
of the measured absorption are shown over the tubes (Figure 4.2(b-d)). The plots when compared show
the variation in edge location and structure due to speciation (Figure 4.2(e)). The acquisition time of the
projection image with the Hamamatsu AA60 + ORCA Flash 4.0 detector is 100 ms.
The measured absorption profiles (Measured) were compared to high energy resolution measurements
(Reference) using a dedicated XAS beamline with a double crystal monochromator [110] and are shown in
Figure 4.3. The curves in the plot demonstrate the relation between mass absorption coefficient (cm2/g) and
photon energy (keV) for the Measured and Reference profiles. A 1.5 eV convolution is required to obtain
a reasonable match between the Measured and Reference data, indicating the reduced energy resolution
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Figure 4.3: Spectrum comparison for experiment data (Measured) and traditional XAS measurement
(Reference) for (a) Na2SeO4, (b) Na2SeO3 and (c) Selenomethionine
of the bent Laue system. This is expected because of the inherently poorer energy resolution of the bent
Laue system. The signal to noise ratio in the measured data can be improved by increased acquisition time
and signal averaging. In addition, the detector used in these experiments is an imaging detector and is not
particularly well suited for spectroscopy measurements. A pixel array detector with the ability to photon
count above a threshold would improve significantly the signal-to-noise.
A sample was prepared for Computed Tomography (CT) imaging that include the 100 mM solutions of
the Se compounds as well as a natural Astragalus bisulcatus seedpod which was collected on the Saskatchewan
River bank in Saskatoon, SK, Canada. CT images were acquired with the solution tubes placed in a circle
with the seedpod placed in the center. Each CT slice contained 900 projections (180 degrees in 0.2-degree
steps). The average acquisition time per slice was 12 minutes which is significantly less compared to a typical
XAS scan reported to be hours for one slice depending on the size of the desired area for analysis [111]. While
the total energy range of the beam at the focus is about 500 eV, the energy range was cropped during data
collection to be about 180 eV centered at 12.658 keV (Se K-edge) for analysis. The cropping of the energy
range can either be done physically with apertures in the beamline or post data collection by limiting the
energy range during the data analysis. Both approaches have advantages with the use of apertures allowing
reduction of dose and the use of software cropping allowing the most flexibility for data analysis. In practice,
both approaches are used in the data presented.
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Figure 4.4: CT reconstruction of Se compound solutions. (a) A composite image of the reconstructed
data with the water equivalent concentration shown as gray, SeMet concentration as green, selenite as
blue and selenate as red. The individual reconstructed selenium compound concentrations are shown
in (b) selenate, (c) selenite and (d) selenomethionine. The gray scale bars for (b), (c) and (d) represent
the mass density values in ppm for the corresponding images.
The spectral transmission data acquired with the focused beam through the object is converted into
projected concentration values using a least squares algorithm fit to the Reference data. Again, a 1.5 eV
convolution to the Reference data is required before the fitting. The projected concentration line images at
each angular setting then form sinograms that are reconstructed into section images using a parallel beam
ramp-filter back-projection algorithm. The section images are shown in Figure 4.4.
As can be seen from the CT reconstruction, all of the tubes with specific selenium compounds are dis-
tinguished from each other. Figure 4.5 shows the measured concentration of every compound in the sample
solutions, with a comparison to the actual concentration prepared. For example, in the Selenate tube, the
solution contains 100 mM Na2SeO4, and no Na2SeO3 or SeMet. The measured concentration is comparable
to the prepared concentration. Measurements of Selenite and SeMet solutions show better correspondence to
the prepared concentration. Note the presence of negative concentration values in the figure for the selenite
compound and the presence of false positive values for the selenate solution sample. The negative values are
unphysical. A non-negative least squares algorithm can be used to prevent these values, but their presence
indicates the lower detectability level for the system and data acquired. The presence of false values could
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Figure 4.5: Measured (colored bars) and prepared (gray bars) concentration of compounds from
reconstructions in Figure 4.4 for selenate (Na2SeO4), selenite (Na2SeO3), SeMet solutions in separate
tubes, and the tube with the Astragalus bisulcatus seedpod.
be due to improper normalization, improper matching of the Reference standards resolution compared with
that of the Laue configuration, or noise in the imaging system. Better thermal cooling and crystal polishing
in future experiments is expected to improve the signal to noise level. Furthermore, measuring standard
materials with the Laue system for use in the data analysis can avoid matching resolutions between systems.
Remarkably, significant amount of SeMet (7 mg/cm3) is detected in the seedpod reconstruction images.
The dominant form of selenium compounds in the seed of Astragalus bisulcatus was reported to be Se-
methylselenocysteine [96]. Because the local structural environments of Se-methylselenocysteine and SeMet
are similar, each bound to one methyl and one other aliphatic carbon, their XAS are almost the same in
terms of edge energy and near edge structure [96]; the measured concentration of SeMet thus is expected to
represent the Se-methylselenocysteine contained in the seed and is evidence for the application of the method
for speciation imaging in plant samples.
4.2.2 Concentration sensitivity test
To determine the concentration sensitivity of the system for Se speciation imaging, two sets of CT imaging
experiments are reported. The first experiment is a detection limit test for the concentrations, the results
of which are shown in Figure 4.6. Overall, the detection limit of our speciation method is about 5 mM (400
ppm, 0.04% weight) in terms of the prepared concentration.
Other experiments were done to show that combinations of the three Se solutions could be distinguished
but are not presented as they do not add significant additional information.
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Figure 4.6: CT concentration sensitivity for selenate, selenite and selenomethionine. Figure a shows
the graph of the measured vs. prepared solution concentration. The green arrow highlights an outlier
value for SeMet where the solution leaked from the tube. The gray represents the prepared concen-
trations, (each solution sample was prepared with only one selenium species, and the gray bar only
represents the species prepared in that sample), and colored bars represent measured concentrations.
4.2.3 Energy resolution
The energy resolution arises from (a) crystal lattice spacing compression/expansion, (b) source size effects,
(c) the finite source to crystal distance, (d) intrinsic diffraction effect from the crystal, and (e) finite pixel
size in the diffraction plane at the detector. Estimation of these contributions to the energy resolution are
given in the Online Methods section. The total theoretical energy resolution is 2.52 eV. This resolution is
dominated by the lattice plane expansion & compression (1.899 eV) and the intrinsic diffraction effect from
the crystal (1.61 eV).
In order to independently determine the energy resolution of the monochromator, measurements and
simulations were done. To assess the energy width associated with a single ray incident on the monochromator,
a 10 µm diameter pinhole was placed in front of the crystal to prepare a small beam. The size of the diffracted
beam at and near the Se K-edge was measured by an imaging detector (Hamamatsu AA60 + ORCA Flash
4.0) at a distance of 2.0 m from the monochromator. The contribution to the beam size at the detector is due
to the Bragg plane rotation inside the wafer and, to a smaller extent, the size of beam through the pinhole
(16 µm). The pinhole beam size is a combination, in quadrature, of the pinhole size (10 µm) and the bend
magnet source size seen through the pinhole (12.5 µm) at the detector location.
Ray-tracing calculations were carried out with SHADOW [112] to simulate the experimental set-up and
the results accurately reproduced the beam size measurements (see Figure 4.7), which demonstrate the
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Figure 4.7: Measured (red crosses) and ray-tracing simulated peak (line) at the detector from a 10
µm diameter pinhole. Calculated peak width from sum of pinhole and Bragg planes rotation effect:
184 µm, ray-tracing result: 182 µm, measured: 181 µm.
validity of our model. The ray-tracing also shows that the peak at the detector has an energy width of 2.69
eV (More details are described in the Method section). This value matches the 2.52 eV width from the simple
calculation as a sum of the various contributions.
4.3 Discussion
In previous bent Laue EDXAS systems development, the coincidence of the geometric focus and the poly-
chromatic focus [47] has been considered to minimize the focal size [47, 83, 35] which, in part, determines the
spatial resolution of the imaging system. However, the method to optimize the energy dispersion and energy
resolution has not been fully exploited. This paper describes an optimized bent Laue EDXAS system for
speciation imaging of Se compounds. The optimization requires a specific lattice plane and asymmetric angle
and crystal thickness, which is further described in the Online Method section. This results in the system
being somewhat element specific.
Also, all functional EDXAS beamlines are adapted to use the horizontal dimension of the x-ray beam to
provide wide energy range with horizontally diffracting bent crystal optics [25, 21, 23, 24, 4, 28]. While this
results in a small focused beam, it limits the ability to do full field imaging of larger specimens. The system
presented here prepares a vertically dispersed beam with a line focus fully compatible with projection and
computed tomography imaging. This allows for rapid screening of specimens.
For the system described here, the overall detection limit for Se compounds is about 5 mM (400 ppm, 0.04%
weight) in terms of the prepared concentration (Figure 4.6), which is better than typical low concentration
limit (0.1% weight) expected for transmission XAS. The series of concentration measurements from CT
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showed overall agreement of 5% to the prepared values. The advantage in this case is demonstrated by the
ability to do full field quantifiable 2D or 3D imaging in plant applications. As an example, some selenium
accumulating species of Astragalus and Stanleya are able to contain selenium up to 1% dry weight [103, 104,
113].
Referring to Figure 4.5, there are two aspects that are of concern and require further attention. One,
the systematic underestimation of the contrast values that were present in each of the tubes by approxi-
mately 20% at high concentration values (> 7000 ppm). Also, there are some false positive and negative
concentration values noted earlier. The reasons for these discrepancies are currently being investigated both
in changes to our data analysis (non-negative least squares and iterative reconstruction methods) and to
our monochromator (improved thermal cooling and better polishing to remove fine spatial structure in the
imaging beam).
The energy resolution was modeled and measured to be about 2.69 eV, which is sufficient to visualize the
near edge structure or speciation of the Se compounds. The system’s ability to do so for Se can be seen in
Figure 4.2(a) where the ‘white line’ for the three Se compounds can be clearly observed at different vertical
(energy) locations. From the SHADOW simulation and pinhole test, we found 2.69 eV energy width. This is
consistent with the 1.5 eV Gaussian blurring of measured data from the dedicated beamline, as well as with
other works that model bent Laue EDXAS systems [21].
Contributions to the energy resolution are dominated by the intrinsic diffraction effect from the crystal
and the lattice plane expansion and compression, the latter being driven by the crystal thickness and the
bending radius. The two contributions are quite close and indicate that the system is nearly optimal for the
material/reflection chosen and the desired focal length of the EDXAS system. Other contributions to the
energy resolution such as source size effect, beam divergence and the detector pixel size were found to be
minimal.
For the examples shown, the effective pixel size was 13.6 µm parallel to the line focus and the estimated
size at the focus was calculated to be 8 µm. The energy range covered could be as much as 500 eV, but in
practice was limited to 100 ∼ 200 eV to minimize dose. The delivered dose with the full 500 eV beam was
measured at about 20.4 Gy/s with 250 mA ring current. A CT slice dataset with 900 angular steps covering
180 degrees took 12 minutes. The time limitation could be improved by reducing detector readout and motor
motion time.
The data analysis method is based upon calculated or measured reference absorption coefficient values
with a least square algorithm used to extract concentration or projected concentration values. The energy
dependent absorption for all the compounds considered have differing near edge structure including the edge
location. It is these differences that give the ability to independently determine from the imaging data, the
amount of those materials in either projection or computed tomography. The measurements are interpreted
against the reference data in a least square algorithm, to extract projected values for the three Se compounds
and water from the data, such as shown in Figure 4.3. This gives projected values for a single line where
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the focused beam intercepts the object. That line can form the basis of a set of 2D or projection images by
scanning the object vertically through the beam, or a set of sinograms if the object is rotated. A CT example
of a test object is shown in Figure 4.4.
The ability to determine independent projected concentration (2D) or concentration (3D) values depends
on having differences between the energy dependence of the absorption for each of the materials. In other
words, over the energy range used by the system, the absorption coefficient for each of the materials must be
linearly independent. For this reason, the method is not able to extract independent plastic or water values
in the data presented. However, there is no limitation, other than computation, to the number of compounds
that can be included in the analysis as long as they meet the linear independent condition. The same analysis
method has been used to extract as many as six independent compounds [67].
In summary, the reported imaging system (a) provides a wide horizontal imaging beam that is vertically
energy dispersed allowing for wide field imaging applications, (b) uses an asymmetric bent Laue crystal
monochromator which provides minimized focal size and optimized energy dispersion that is sufficient for
Se speciation imaging, (c) has reasonable concentration sensitivity for rapid screening of specimens, and (d)
provides quantifiable concentrations in 2D and 3D imaging.
4.4 Methods
4.4.1 Imaging system
As shown in the system layout (Figure 4.1), the incident polychromatic beam from the synchrotron source
strikes the bent Laue monochromator whose specific lattice planes diffract the imaging beam in the vertical
plane. The lattice plane, asymmetry angle, and crystal thickness are chosen to match the imaging energy
and desired angular energy dispersion properties. After the monochromator, the direct beam is stopped to
prevent unnecessary scatter from reaching the object and detector. A lead shield is used at this location
to allow the diffracted beam for this purpose. The bent crystal focuses the beam at the object location
where translation and rotary stages position the object in the imaging beam and allows for linear scanning
through the beam for projection imaging and rotation for computed tomography. The beam then diverges
in the diffraction plane and after some drift distance, the beam is then intercepted and detected by an area
or imaging detector.
The horizontal position (x) in the detector corresponds to the horizontal width of the beam and object,
while the vertical position corresponds to the energy of the beam (E) defined by the monochromator and
distance from the focus or the monochromator. The area detector thus measures the spectral transmission
in an x-energy or x-E projection. Scanning the object vertically along y-axis (perpendicular to the central
diffracted x-ray beam) gives an x-energy-y data set while rotating the object by an angle θ about the y-axis
gives an x-energy-θ data set from which a slice can be reconstructed.
Using the Canadian Light Source (CLS) biomedical bend magnet beamline [114], the photon rate per hori-
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zontal beam width and per milli-ampere storage ring current was measured at 1.07× 109 photons/(s·horizontal-
mradian·mA) with an air-filled ionization chamber. As a comparison, a calculation of the vertically integrated
photon rate for the same conditions using a double-crystal Si(111) Bragg monochromator was 1.18× 109
photons/(s·horizontal-mradian·mA), which is quite close to the measurement with our bent Laue monochro-
mator. The dose rate was about 20.4 Gy/s with 250 mA ring current.
Monochromator
For this work around the Se K-edge at 12.658 keV, 0.80 mm thick silicon wafers were purchased and were
thinned to 0.30 mm for optimal Laue geometry diffraction performance (Addison Engineering, Inc). The
wafers had a [2,2,4] surface normal and the (1,1,-1) reflection was used. The (1,1,-1) lattice planes were
inclined 5 degrees from the surface normal in the diffraction plane which was chosen to provide nearly
optimal energy dispersive properties [32]. The crystal wafer of the monochromator was bent to a 2.0 m
radius which resulted in a 0.96 m focus downstream at the sample location.
The frame bender was designed to be cylindrical on one side with a radius of 2.0 m, and flat on the
other side. The window through the frame bender is narrower on the cylindrical side and wider on the other
side, allowing the emergent beam to go through the bender after diffraction. The crystal was fixed on to the
cylindrical side of the frame bender with stainless steel ruler and binder clips (Figure 4.8).
The vertical size of the incident beam on the crystal give an energy range of about 500 eV. However, given
the vertical distribution of the intensity, the energy range was typically limited to about half that value. The
detector was approximately 2.4 m downstream from the monochromator (Figure 4.1).
4.4.2 Bent Laue energy dispersion geometry (magic condition)
In the Laue or transmission geometry with a bent crystal plate, each incident x-ray beam that strikes the
crystal undergoes two overall effects that influence the focal and energy dispersive properties. These two
effects are shown in Figure 4.9. Each incident polychromatic x-ray that traverses the crystal in a focusing
geometry will diffract in depth through the crystal. Typically, these will result in a bundle of diffracted
x-rays that exit the crystal plate on a converging trajectory that will focus at the so-called ‘polychromatic’
or ‘single-ray’ focus designated as fp in Figure 4.9. Other incident rays that are parallel but displaced in
the diffraction plane will form a focus due to the overall bending of the crystal (fg in Figure 4.9). This is
analogous to the focusing of a lens and the formation of a geometric focus. Typically, these two foci will occur
at different distances downstream of the crystal. The energy of each diffracted beam is mostly defined (aside
from crystal expansion and compression due to bending) by the scattering angle of the beams or the 2θ angle
(2θ in Figure 4.9). Using Bragg’s law, these scattering angles are directly related to the diffracted beam’s
wavelength or energy using λ = 2d sin θ. By inspection of the figure, if each ray that exits the crystal arrives
at a single focus (fp = fg), then it will have a unique wavelength or energy irrespective of the origin of the
ray (either from the geometric effects of the lattice curvature or diffraction in depth through the crystal or
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Figure 4.8: Bent Laue monochromator. The designed radius of the cylindrical side of the frame
bender is 2 m.
polychromatic focal effects). Again, this is true only if the lattice is not compressed or expanded on bending.
Thus, if the two focal lengths are matched, then it should be possible to (1) have a very small focal spot and
(2) very good energy dispersive properties. This is the geometry used for the bent Laue energy dispersive
monochromator and is what we call the ‘magic condition’ [44, 115].
The ‘magic condition’
As noted for minimal focus and optimal energy dispersive properties, both the geometric and polychromatic
foci should be co-located. The geometric focus is defined by [47]:
cos (χ∓ θB)
fg






where χ is the asymmetry angle of the lattice planes, θB is the Bragg angle, fg is the geometric focus
distance, fs is the source to the crystal distance and R is the bend radius of the crystal. The signs identify
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Figure 4.9: Bent Laue geometry crystal that meets the ‘magic condition’ has overlapped geometrical
focus (fg) and polychromatic focus (fp).
the relationship between the entrance and exit beams, the lattice planes and the bend radius.
The polychromatic focus is defined by [44]:
fp = ±
R sin 2θB
2 sin (χ± θB) + (1 + ν) sin 2χ cos (χ± θB)
, (4.2)
where ν is the Poisson ratio, and the sign convention is the same as in Equation (4.1).
The condition for achieving a small focus is achieved when (1) the upper sign is used and (2) the geometric
focus, fg, and polychromatic focus, fp, match. The solution for the focal match is best done numerically.
The solution will be independent of the bend radius and will relate the Bragg angle to the asymmetry angle.
A simple solution can be found if one assumes that the source to crystal distance is large (fs  fg) and the




which indicates that the asymmetry angle choice needs to be small for the magic condition to be met.
A [2,2,4] type wafer was used as the monochromator crystal. The (1,1,-1) lattice planes were used for
the diffraction planes for the monochromator. With no asymmetry angle the (1,1,-1) lattice planes will be
perpendicular to the wafer. However, the wafer was cut with a 5 degree offset towards the [2,-2,0] direction,
which results in a 5 degree asymmetry angle of the (1,1,-1) plane. Based on the discussion above, the focal
matching condition of the asymmetric angle would be 4.47 degrees. This mismatch of the asymmetry angle
from the ideal condition will result in focal blurring and minimal effect on the energy dispersive properties,
which will now be discussed.
Beam size at focus For the conditions given, with an asymmetry angle of 5 degrees for the (1,1,-1) lattice
planes, there is a mismatch from the calculated 4.47 degrees value needed to match the two foci. This
mismatch of 0.53 degrees will result in an estimated beam size at the geometric focus of 5.87 µm. The beam
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size at the focus will also be affected by the source size which for the BMIT bend magnet is 118 µm FWHM
in the vertical dimension. The de-magnified source size will then be 5.12 µm (source to crystal distance of
22 m and crystal to geometric focus 0.96 m). The combination of the two contributions results in a focus of
7.79 µm when added in quadrature.
Estimated depth of field The detector used for imaging had a pixel size of 13.6 µm. A conservative
estimate of the spatial resolution would be no less than about 30 µm. The energy range used in the data
analysis corresponds to a vertical beam size of about 0.5 mm which focuses about 1 m from the crystal.
Thus, the distance from the approximate 8 µm focus where the beam size is equal to the spatial resolution
is about 4.4 mm. Therefore, the estimated depth of field is about 8.8 mm.
Energy resolution with the magic condition The magic condition results in every ray diffracted within
the crystal arriving at the same focus. The energy spread of each ray going towards that focus (focal ray)
will be set by the range of energies that occur from where the ray originates at the entrance side of the
crystal to where it exits on the other side. Since every incident beam ray that intersects a focal ray will
have the scattering angle, 2θ, then it also has the same Bragg angle, θ. Under this condition, the spread
of wavelengths in the focal ray will be set only by the spread of lattice plane spacings along the focal ray.










where λ is the x-ray wavelength, d is the lattice plane spacing, and E is the x-ray energy. Also, the equation
holds for the magnitude of the values. For a symmetric Laue type crystal bent to a cylinder, the lattice plane







where R is the bending radius of the crystal, and T is the thickness of the bent crystal, which can be calculated




















which is determined by the thickness of the crystal T0 and the bending radius R. For an asymmetric bent
Laue crystal, the lattice spacing is affected by the asymmetry angle χ, but the effect is small when χ is small.
Given the parameters for our crystal, δE/E = 1.50× 10−4. At the Se K-edge energy 12.658 keV, the energy
resolution, ∆E1, for the single ray energy spread is 1.899 eV. ∆E1 can be improved through two approaches:
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Figure 4.10: Ray tracing results for a 10 µm pinhole in front of the crystal showing the energy
resolution and the vertical size (sizes are shown in cm).
decreasing the crystal thickness reduces the reflectivity of the bent crystal while allowing more transmission;
in addition, increasing the bending radius reduces the energy bandwidth of the bent crystal.
There are four additional contributions to the total energy resolution of the monochromator. (i) The
source size angular spread at the crystal. At 22 m distance from the source, the angular spread of the source,
∆θs, is 5.364 µrad, which results in ∆E2 = 0.429 eV at the Se K edge energy 12.658 keV. (ii) The intrinsic
Darwin width of the curved Laue crystal, which results in ∆E3 = 1.609 eV. (iii) The vertical divergence
from the finite source distance, which results in ∆E4 = 0.338 eV. (iv) the pixel size of the detector. With
the 13.6 µm pixel size and 1460 mm focus-to-detector distance, the contribution ∆E5 = 0.376 eV. The total











5 = 2.576 eV. (4.8)
Energy resolution measurements
Measurements were made in order to independently determine the energy resolution of the monochromator.
A 10 µm diameter pinhole in front of the crystal was used to prepare a small beam onto the monochromator,
and the size of the beam was measured at the detector. The contribution to the beam size at the detector is
due to the Bragg plane rotation inside the wafer
2 · θrotation · 2.41m−
T · sin 2θ
cos (χ+ θ)
= 168 µm (4.9)
and, to a smaller extent, the size of the pinhole (16 mm). Ray-tracing calculations (SHADOW [112]) were
conducted to simulate the experimental set-up and the results accurately reproduced the measurements (see
Figure 4.7), which demonstrate the validity of our model.
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Figure 4.11: If we simulate a larger beam compared with Figure 4.10, we obtain the energy vs
vertical beam location dependence as shown here (left). We then choose the rays within a 10 µm
vertical window to show the energy resolution at each detector pixel.
The ray-tracing also shows that the peak at the detector has an energy width of 2.69 eV as shown in
Figure 4.10. This value matches a simple calculation for the peak energy as a sum of the ΔE due to the Bragg
planes rotation and lattice d-space compression (2.41 eV) and the energy contribution from the pinhole size
(0.43 eV), for a total of 2.84 eV. The energy vs pinhole vertical sizes are shown in Figure 4.11. In Shadow’s
coordinate system the vertical beam position is inverted.
The comparison in Figure 4.7 demonstrates that our ray-tracing simulation is correct and hence the
simulation for the energy resolution using our model should also be correct. We then simulated a larger
beam (2 mm in the vertical direction) and from it we chose the beam in a 10 µm window, simulating the
detector pixel size. The result is 2.24 eV as shown Figure 11. (Note: Darwin Widths of (1,1,1) and (2,2,0)
at 12.67 keV are 20.4 and 15.1 µm, compared to the relative peak width for our bent (1,1,1) of 30.1 µm.)
4.4.3 Analysis method
At a specific x location, assume that each vertical line in the detector is a measurement of the number of
photons transmitted through the object as a function of energy, N (Ei), with an incident photon count to the
object of, N0 (Ei). The detector pixels along each vertical line will divide the energy range into n different
energies values (1 ≤ i ≤ n ). Also, assume that the object at that x location is composed of m different






Ei, densities of, ρj , and thicknesses of,
tj , for the selenium and matrix materials.










ρ )jiρjtj . (4.10)
The i index corresponds to the energy of photons detected across the vertical extent of the beam on
the detector (i = 1 to n energies) and the j index in the exponent corresponds to the various materials
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responsible for attenuating the transmitted beam through the object. The right side of Equation (4.10) is







) can be measured, tabulated or modelled.
Equation (4.10) can be recast by taking a negative logarithm to give a set of n linear equations with m
unknowns,













ρjtj , 1 ≤ i ≤ n. (4.11)
Now we need to find the projected values (ρjtj) that lead to the best fit to the measured values (ri). A



























































































































Thus, the task of determining the projected material values is reduced to determining the mass attenuation
weighted values using the measured transmission values from Equation (4.11) and the inverse of the mass
attenuation matrix in Equation (4.12). The components in that matrix are ‘squares’ of the mass attenuation
coefficients averaged over the energy range of the measurements as defined in Equation (4.13). For simplicity,
the inverse of the matrix will not be shown here but is easily evaluated numerically by computer.
4.4.4 Sample preparation
Sample holders for proof-of-principle experiments comprised 4 nylon tubes in circle, with a seedpod of As-
tragalus bisulcatus in the center. The bundle was then fixed in a disposable plastic liquid dropper to prevent
unexpected sample position movement while we adjusted the stage. Every nylon tube was sealed on both
ends to contain certain solution samples as described in the Result section. The sample holder for concen-
tration sensitivity tests is a 3D printed cylinder with 8 hollows, designed with SketchUp. Pipette tips sealed
on both ends are used as containers for solution samples and were placed in the hollows of the holder during
experiment. Sample holders and containers are shown in Figure 4.12.
4.4.5 Data collection
All experiments were performed at the BMIT BM beamline at the Canadian Light Source (CLS) at the
University of Saskatchewan. The imaging sample was placed at the focus and the prepared beam was then
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Figure 4.12: Samples and sample holders. (a) Solution samples in nylon tubes surrounding an
Astragalus bisulcatus seedpod. (b) Nylon tubes and the seedpod fixed in a plastic liquid dropper
on the imaging stage. (c) Top view of sample holder base and solution containers for concentration
sensitivity tests. (d) Side view of sample holder for concentration sensitivity tests. (e) Sample holder
for concentration sensitivity tests on the imaging stage.
transmitted through the sample into a high-resolution x-ray detector (Hamamatsu AA-60 with ORCA Flash
4.0, which has an effective pixel size of 13.6 µm), forming a 2-dimensional image with horizontal position in
the sample along the x-axis and a range of energy along the y-axis. The distances are 22 m from synchrotron
source to the bent crystal, 0.96 m from the bent crystal to the imaging sample, and 1.34 m from sample to
the detector. Due to the high heat load on the crystal and the resulting distortion of its shape, the beam
was allowed to stabilize for about 40 minutes for each sample before imaging. A water cooler to stabilize the
temperature of the monochromator in shorter time length was designed and used for subsequent experiments.
As a result, stabilization time was shortened to 10 ∼ 15 minutes.
The image produced in one projection represents the absorption spectrum of one horizontal position in the
imaged sample. To produce 2-dimensional projection images, the samples were vertically scanned by moving
the sample stage to capture a series of energy-spatial images, each representing a single vertical position in
the sample. To produce CT slices, the samples were rotated through 180° with 900 energy-spatial images
captured at regular intervals; the CT scan for one slice generally takes 12 ∼ 14 minutes.
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Preface For energy dispersive x-ray imaging techniques, the energy resolution of the system is a critical
factor in analyzing the fine structures of x-ray absorption spectra. The magic condition provides energy
resolution that is good enough to accomplish x-ray absorption spectroscopy studies but not as good as typical
double flat crystal monochromators. To investigate the mechanism for energy resolution improvement, efforts
have been made to better understand bent Laue crystal optics.
The present work in this chapter describes a new approach for interpreting bent Laue diffraction from
a ray-tracing point of view. This new quasi-mono beam approach explains energy and spatial properties of
bent Laue optics, predicts phenomena that can improve energy dispersion related x-ray imaging techniques
and provides a powerful tool for easier realization of ray-tracing simulations for bent Laue monochromators.
It suggests ways to improve the developed imaging system of the thesis project and also brings insights for
the improvement and design of synchrotron x-ray beamlines.
This paper addresses Objective IV to lay the groundwork for a deeper understanding of the energy
properties to support possible future improvements in systems of this type.
Note The work presented in Chapter 2 is the basis of the theory developed in Chapter 5. However, due
to the extension of the theory, some symbols and variables in Chapter 5 have to be defined differently from
Chapter 2. These symbols and variables are listed below.
• X-ray source distance: f1 in Chapter 2; p in Chapter 5.
• Geometric focus: f2g in Chapter 2; qG in Chapter 5.
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• Single-ray focus: f2s in Chapter 2; qS in Chapter 5.
• Angle φ: The angle between the x-ray diffraction direction and the crystal surface normal in Chapter
2; the directional angle from the x-ray incident direction to the crystal surface normal in Chapter 5.
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Abstract
X-ray Laue type monochromators are common and essential optical components in many high-power x-ray
facilities, e.g., synchrotron facilities. The x-ray optics of bent Laue crystals is a well developed area. However,
there is difficulty of understanding when considering the multiplicity of diffracted beams with different angles
and energies resulted from single polychromatic rays penetrating the crystal. There is a need for a way to
organize the rays that allows one to sort out the energy and the spatial properties of the diffracted beam.
In the presented work, we introduce a new approach for describing the general behavior of bent Laue
crystals from a ray-tracing point of view. The so-called quasi-mono beam approach provides an intuitive
view of bent crystal diffraction and leads to deeper understandings. It explains energy and spatial properties
of common and special cases of bent Laue optics, predicts phenomena that can improve energy dispersion
related x-ray imaging techniques and provides a theory framework that makes ray-tracing simulation easier
to realize.
5.1 Introduction
X-ray Laue or transmission type monochromators have been used for many types of applications, especially
in high x-ray energy applications where the Laue geometry is better at handling high incident powers that
are generated by synchrotron or other high-power x-ray sources. The description of bent Laue crystal optics
is a well developed area. The difficulty of understanding the behavior of bent Laue crystal is that a single
incoming polychromatic ray gives rise to a multiplicity of diffracted beams all with different angles and
energies. The situation is further complicated when several incoming beams intercept the crystal. Though
the energy and trajectory of these rays are predictable, understanding the focusing and the energy dispersive
properties of the diffracted beams is hindered by accounting for all of these rays. What is needed is a way to















Figure 5.1: Bent asymmetric Laue focusing. (a) The geometric focusing with the source at a distance
p, the bent Laue crystal with radius R, asymmetry angle χ, Bragg angle θB and focal distance qG.
(b) A chosen relationship between the incident ray in relation to the Bragg planes (BP), the crystal
surface normal vector (n̂) and the asymmetry angle χ. The geometry shown results in the single-ray
focus at a distance qS .
In the presented work, a general description of bent Laue optics is introduced that (i) explains the path
of diffracted x-rays, the focusing properties and the energy properties in simple geometrical terms, and (ii)
predicts a new phenomenon of monochromatic focusing which may enable new bent Laue energy dispersive
applications or improving the existing ones.
This new approach is best understood from the so-called ‘magic condition’ [44, 115] that allows bent Laue
crystals to provide a small focal size and good energy resolution simultaneously which is described in detail
in the next section.
5.2 Background
Often, elastic bending of crystals is desired to focus or increase the energy dispersion of the diffracted x-
ray beams. The diffraction properties of elastically bent Laue crystals can be described by wave theories
[81, 51, 40] and lamella models [82]. For the discussion that follows, the crystals will be elastically bent single
crystals such as silicon.
Earlier works [46, 47] have shown the focal size of an asymmetric bent Laue monochromator can be
minimized by coinciding the geometric focus and the single-ray focus with a carefully chosen asymmetry
angle. Later, some works have reported that at this condition the angle-energy dispersion of the diffracted
polychromatic beam is also improved in addition to the focal size minimization [49]. Novel imaging techniques
[49, 44, 67, 68] have been developed to take advantage of this ‘magic condition’.
However, the mechanism of the energy properties of the magic condition is unclear. The coinciding of
geometric focus and single-ray focus guides the way to the magic condition, but leaves its optical attributes
unknown. The presented work unveils the magic condition optics from the perspective of diffraction angles
at representative locations in the crystal, and provides a new way of studying bent Laue monochromators




As demonstrated in Figure 5.2, the coinciding state of geometric focus and single-ray focus is directly related
to the equality of Bragg angles at point A and B because of the Bragg’s law [31], where B is the location
the diffracted x-rays from point A exit the crystal. Assuming the incident x-ray beam is parallel, when the
two Bragg angles are equal to each other, the travel path of the x-rays diffracted from A and B coincide,
which makes the geometric focus and single-ray focus coincide in consequence. Therefore, the determining
condition can be transformed from coinciding the two foci to assimilating the two Bragg angles. It can be
also seen that, when the angle condition is met, the plane α and β behave like they are stitched together
and form a larger Bragg plane as shown in Figure 5.3. The diffracted x-rays from the two planes become
continuously energy dispersive as if diffracted from one plane. The diffraction angles are the same not only
at point A and B, but at every point on the path from A to B. Because when the magic condition is met,




























Figure 5.2: Geometric foucs, single-ray focus and Bragg angles when magic condition is met or not
met. (a) Geometric focus is less than single-ray focus, Bragg angle at B is smaller than Brgg angle at
A; (b) Geometric focus equals single-ray focus, Bragg angle at B equals Bragg angle at A (the magic
condition); (c) Geometric focus is greater than single-ray focus, Bragg angle at B is larger than Bragg
angle at A.
5.3.2 Magic condition with infinite source distance
When the magic condition is met, x-rays diffracted at point A and B travel on the same path. This can be
directly translated to θB0 = θB1 when the source distance is infinite, where the subscripts 0 and 1 correlate
to points A and B, as shown in Figure 5.3. In general, the diffraction angle θB can be described by χ and φ,
θB = φ− χ, (5.1)
where φ is the directional angle from the x-ray incident direction to the crystal surface normal and χ (the



















Figure 5.3: Magic condition concept geometry for infinite distant source.
is not a direct parameter for describing the crystal but is helpful for simplifying the discussion hereinafter.)
The magic condition can then be described as the changes of χ and φ summing to zero.
θB1 − θB0 = (φ1 − φ0)− (χ1 − χ0) = ∆φ−∆χ = 0. (5.2)
The change of χ is caused by the deformation of the bent crystal. As shown in Figure 5.3, the concave
(convex) side of the crystal is compressed (expanded) in one dimension which results in elastic expansion
(compression) in the two transverse dimensions. The change of χ is given by





(See Appendix B.1 for detailed derivation.)




tan(θB − χ), (5.4)
where the subscript ∞ indicates the infinite source distance scenario. ∆φ in general will be given in section
5.3.3 (see Appendix B.1 for detailed derivation).








tan(θB − χ) = 0. (5.5)
5.3.3 Magic condition with finite source distance
When the source distance is finite, the diffracted x-rays exiting in the same path to the common focus are



























where p is the x-ray source distance (see Appendix B.2.1 for the derivation of Equation (5.7)).
The ∆φ should be adjusted from the ∆φ∞ with
∆φ = ∆φ∞ − ψ. (5.8)
The magic condition concept equation considering the source distance is
















Note that R or p can be either positive or negative. A positive R corresponds to the convex side of the
crystal facing the source, and a negative R corresponds to the concave side of the crystal facing the source. A
positive p corresponds to a finite source distance or a diverging incident beam, and a negative p corresponds
to a ‘beyond-infinite’ source distance or a converging incident beam. When the source distance is infinite,
Equation (5.10) is equivalent to Equation (5.5).
When the magic condition is not met, the residual, ∆θBmis , of Equation (5.10) is the misalignment of the
Bragg angles from matching the magic condition. The misalignment angle is given by





5.3.4 Equivalency to the other magic condition apporach
In previously published studies [49, 44], a different method has been used to approach the magic condition.
The matching of geometric focus, qG, and single-ray focus, qS , is used as the determinate condition (the









and the single-ray focus is defined by [44]
qS =
R sin 2θB
2 sin(χ+ θB) + (1 + ν) sin 2χ cos(χ+ θB)
. (5.13)
Note that, in the cited works [47, 44], sign conventions are used to treat for different diffraction scenarios.
With the definition of variables in the presented work, Equations (5.12) and (5.13) can be generalized to all
scenarios and, thus, the sign convention is not needed. By combining the two equations with qS = qG and









cos(χ+ θB) cos(χ− θB)
− tan(χ+ θB) = 0. (5.14)





− 1 + ν
2
sin 2χ+ tan(θB − χ) = 0. (5.15)
By comparing Equation (5.14) and Equation (5.15), the first two terms in the two equations are identical,
respectively. And it is not hard to get
sin 2θB
cos(χ+ θB) cos(χ− θB)
− tan(χ+ θB) = tan(θB − χ). (5.16)
Thus, Equation (5.14) and Equation (5.15) are equivalent mathematically. The angle-matching approach
proposed in this work and the focus-matching approach are describing the same optical phenomenon from
different perspectives and are supportive to the correctness of each other. However, the focus-matching
approach explains only the focal size minimization and does not reveal the energy properties of the magic
condition intuitively. The angle perspective to the magic condition explicitly describes energy related proper-
ties, forms a deeper understanding and enables more opportunities for the improvement of bent Laue crystal
related applications. This is discussed with more details in section 5.5.
5.4 Energy Resolution of a Magic Condition Monochromator
X-rays diffracted by a magic condition monochromator is sorted by angle and form a perfect fan beam.
However, x-rays diffracted at the same Bragg angle are not purely monochromatic, but contain x-rays with
a range of energies, thus determine the energy resolution of the magic condition monochromator. This
section will discuss the individual contributions to the energy resolutions, the integration of the individual
contributions, and the ultimate energy resolution that is achievable under special condition.
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5.4.1 Contributions to the energy resolution
Firstly, the lattice spacing of the crystal is not uniform because of the crystal bending deformation. Those
diffracted x-rays exiting the crystal at the same point travel on the same path, but the d-spacing variation








(cos2 χ− ν sin2 χ). (5.17)
Secondly, the x-ray source is at a finite distance. Thus, the incident angles of the x-rays vary when they
hit the crystal at different locations in the diffraction plane. The source-to-crystal distance contribution to











Thirdly, the intrinsic Darwin width is the fundamental contribution to the energy spread in a monochro-







where wD is the Darwin width and is a constant value for a given reflection lattice [30].







where S is the size of the source transverse to the median ray in the diffraction plane.
In addition, the detector spatial resolution is also a factor for the overall energy resolution. Smaller
pixel size of the detector may give better energy resolution. Detector considerations are out of scope of the
discussion for the monochromator here.
5.4.2 Integration of all contributions
The first two contributions (∆EE 1 and
∆E
E 2
) to the energy resolution are directional. For the geometry in
Figure 5.4, because of the Bragg’s law, the lattice spacing compression at point B results in a higher energy
than point A for parallel incident x-rays. In the meantime, the x-rays incident at point B with a shallower
angle than point A, which also corresponds to a higher energy for x-rays diffracted at point B. And it is not
hard to derive that the energy divergence between point A and B are the sum of the two terms and their











The interaction of these two contributions in different scenarios are explained in Appendix B.3.
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.5: Energy resolution of a magic condition monochromator in a range of focal distance, with
Si(111) reflection, 0.3 mm crystal thickness, 22 m source distance, 0.2 Poisson’s ratio and center energy
at 12.658 keV. (a) Total energy resolution and individual contributions. (b) Total energy resolution
and the relative bandwidth.
Assuming the source size is Gaussian distributed, and is uncorrelated to the angular distribution, then the
third and fourth contributions will add in quadrature with other contributions. The overall energy resolution






















The simulated energy resolution for the magic condition geometry is shown in Figure 5.5 (focal distance is
restrained for up to 10 m). The lattice spacing contribution is dominant when the focal distance is relatively
close, as the crystal bending radius is small and caused more deformation of the crystal. Darwin width
contribution is constant for a given reflection and is the dominant term when the focal distance is relatively
large as the crystal deformation is not significant. The source size and distance contribution is usually small
for a synchrotron x-ray source. The combined contributions of the two directional terms (lattice spacing and
source distance) is dominated by lattice spacing in the shown range of focal distance. Larger focal distance
corresponds to smaller bandwidth of the monochromator as the crystal bending radius is larger.
5.4.3 The ultimate energy resolution magic condition
Depending on the signs of R and p, it is obvious that the ∆EE 1 and
∆E
E 2
can be either supplemental or




to each other; and vice versa. When ∆EE 1&2 = 0, the energy blurring from
∆E
E 1
and ∆EE 2 can be eliminated.





2 χ− ν sin2 χ) cos(χ− θB)
cos2 θB
. (5.22)
When the magic condition equation (Equation (5.10)) and the ultimate resolution equation (Equation
(5.22)) are both true, the energy resolution of a magic condition monochromator is only limited by the
intrinsic Darwin width and the source size. For example, a pair of χ and R can be obtained by solving
Equation (5.10) and Equation (5.22) simultaneously for a given energy of interest and the rest parameters.
For high energy applications, Equation (5.22) requires the bending radius of the crystal to be about twice
the source distance (the negative sign suggests the source and the center of the crystal bending circle are
on the same side of the crystal). While this ultimate energy resolution magic condition is impractical to
achieve for single crystal systems in synchrotron x-ray beamlines, it could be near the second crystal of a
beam expander [44] or some other multiple crystal systems.
For example, with a 22.0 m source distance and Si(111) type reflection, the ultimate resolution magic
condition for 12.658 keV x-ray is met when χ is -4.0◦ and R is -43.7 m; with a 1.0 m source distance and
other parameters being the same, the magic condition is met when χ is -4.0◦ and R is -2.0 m.
5.5 Quasi-Monochromatic Beam for Off-Magic Condition
5.5.1 Concept
When the crystal does not match the magic condition, diffracted x-rays exiting at point B no longer propagate
on the same path but form a fan beam with a deviation angle, as shown in Figure 5.6. This deviation angle,
















Figure 5.6 shows the scenario that θB1 is smaller than the magic condition diffraction angle, hence the
deviation angle is below the reference ray,
−−→
AA′. If travelling from point B downwards along the crystal
surface, the diffraction angle gets larger and larger, and eventually a point C can be found where θB2, the
diffraction angle at point C, equals the magic condition diffraction angle and the diffracted rays are parallel
to the reference ray. Again, when the source is infinitely far away, θB2 = θB0; otherwise, θB0 and θB2 are
different by a correction for the finite source distance.
Therefore, no matter the magic condition is met or not, there are always a series of diffracted x-rays
parallel to the diffracted reference x-ray. The magic condition is a special case when all these parallel rays
travel on the same path and exit the crystal at the same location; when the magic condition is not met, these
parallel rays do not travel on the same path but exit the crystal at a series of continuous locations on the
















Figure 5.6: Geometry for quasi-mono beam width calculation
zero. The term quasi-monochromatic beam or quasi-mono beam is used to represent this beam parallel to the
diffracted reference ray. The phrase ‘quasi’ is used because ‘monochromatic’ is only true for this beam when
the lattice spacing variation, source distance, source size and crystal intrinsic Darwin width are neglected.
Not only the reference ray, but every incident ray that is diffracted at the surface of the crystal is
accompanied by a quasi-mono beam when it leaves the crystal. The entire diffracted beam can be treated
as a group of rays diffracted at the surface and their companion quasi-mono beams. The quasi-mono beam
is a useful concept for interpreting the bent Laue crystal optics in terms of its focusing geometry and energy
property.
In the following, both infinite and finite source distance versions of relevant parameters are given. The
infinite version helps to understand the bulk of the behaviour as, in most instances, the source to crystal
distance is large.
Quasi-mono beam width (QMBW)
For a source infinitely far away, the arc length L between point B and C corresponds to the diffraction angle
divergence that amounts to half of the deviation angle, Θ. For a finite source distance, the x-ray incident
angles at point B and C are different. Alternatively, an easy way to find point C is to draw a straight
line parallel to the reference ray and through the geometric focus (caused by the downstream surface of the
crystal to be accurate). Hence, the two edges of the quasi-mono beam is defined by the diffracted x-rays at















sin 2χ0 cos (χ0 − θB) +
2p
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where qG0 and qG1 are geometric focus corresponds to the upstream and downstream crystal surface, respec-
tively; and χ0 is the effective asymmetry angle at point A, which is equivalent to χ hereinafter. The negative
sign in the equation above is used to define counter clockwise rotation as positive relative to the focal point.





sin 2χ0 cos(θB0 − χ0) + sin(θB0 − χ0)
]
. (5.25)
For a symmetric bent Laue crystal with infinite source distance, the width of the quasi-mono beam, W sym∞ ,
is given by
W sym∞ = T sin θB0. (5.26)








where the subscripts 0 and 2 refer to variables corresponding to the points A and C in Figure 5.6, respectively.
With the source distance at infinity, the arc length of the quasi-mono beam footprint on the downstream





sin 2χ0 + tan(θB0 − χ0)
]
. (5.28)
For a symmetric bent Laue crystal with infinite source distance, the arc length of the footprint, Lsym∞ is
given by
Lsym∞ = T tan θB0. (5.29)
5.5.2 Focal size
Because the quasi-mono beam width is constant all the way from the monochromator to the detector, it is
not hard to see that the focal size of a bent asymmetric Laue crystal for x-rays from a point source is the











where the source is treated as a Gaussian distribution and the quasi-mono beam is treated as a uniform
distribution where the variance has been used to represent its effective Gaussian width.
Another approach to calculate the focal size is using the single-ray focal distance and the geometric focal
distance - a two-foci approach (see Appendix B.4). The focal sizes calculated using Equation (5.30) and the
two foci approach for a point source and a range of asymmetry angles are compared (Figure 5.7). The results
of each show excellent agreement with each other, which supports the quasi-mono beam description.
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Figure 5.7: Calculated focal size against a range of asymmetry angle with two approaches: the foci
distance geometry and the quasi-mono beam. The calculation was done for 0.3 mm thick Si(111),
12.658 keV, 22 m source distance and 2 m crystal bending radius.
5.5.3 Energy spread
The energy spread in the quasi-mono beam is similar to the energy resolution of the magic condition reference
ray. The intrinsic Darwin width of the crystal and the size of the source blurs the energy resolution of every
ray. The energy spreads caused by the lattice spacing variation and the source distance are directional. The
combination of the latter two makes the energy of the quasi-mono beam lower on one side and higher on the
other side.




tan θB0 = −
T
R
(cos2 χ0 − ν sin2 χ0) tan θB0. (5.31)
(See Appendix B.5)
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The total directional energy spread is simply given by
∆θQ = ∆θQ1 + ∆θQ2, (5.33)
relative to the reference edge (
−−→
AA′ in Figure 5.8) of the quasi-mono beam.
5.5.4 Optimal detector distance
When the detector is placed at a special distance, energy resolution widening caused by lattice spacing
deformation and finite source distance can be neutralized by the crystal surface curvature oriented energy
dispersion. The only remaining contributors to the energy resolution widening will be the crystal intrinsic
Darwin width and the source size. This is valuable because not only the energy resolution is improved
significantly, but also the remaining two contributors are constants to a monochromator itself. This means a
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crystal can be bent as much as possible for a larger bandwidth without compromising on the energy resolution.
This optimal detector distance is explained in details below.
As mentioned in section 5.5.1, the total diffracted beam can be treated as x-rays diffracted by the lattices
at the surface of the crystal (Surface Diffracted X-rays) and their companion quasi-mono beams. Because
of the curvature of the crystal surface, the Surface Diffracted X-rays become an energy dispersive fan beam
with an angle-energy correlation and thereby a position-energy correlation when the fan beam hit a position
sensitive detector. In the example geometry shown in Figure 5.8, upper positions on the detector correlates
to lower x-ray energies, and vice versa.
The actual energy spread direction of the quasi-mono beam on the detector depends on the beam position
and the energy spread direction relative to the reference edge of the quasi-mono beam. It can be either the
same direction or the opposite to the direction of the Surface Diffracted X-rays energy spread, which means
the quasi-mono beam can either degrade or improve the energy resolution comparing to a magic condition
monochromator, since the magic condition geometry compresses all this energy spread into a zero width quasi-
mono beam. And it is obvious that the ultimate improvement arises if the energy spread of the quasi-mono
beam matches that of the Surface Diffracted X-rays perfectly on the detector.
While the quasi-mono beam is unchanged on its way to the detector, the energy range per width of the
fan beam changes as it propagates. When the detector is placed at a special distance (d in Figure 5.8), the
energy spreads of the two can be aligned with each other perfectly. A ‘monochromatic focus’ (the intersection
point of the yellow lines in Figure 5.8) is formed at this distance. X-rays arrive at the same pixel on the
detector will have the same energy.
The optimal focus-to-detector distance is given by











d = − qGW










With the source distance at infinity, the optimal focus-to-detector distance, d∞, is given by
d∞ = R
(1 + ν) sin 2χ0 cos(θB0 − χ0) + 2 sin(θB0 − χ0)
4(cos2 χ0 − ν sin2 χ0) tan θB0
. (5.36)






where qG∞ is the geometric focal distance with infinite source distance.
When the detector is placed at this special position, the only contribution to the widening of the energy
resolution is from the intrinsic Darwin width of the crystal and the source size. Given a pre-installed bent Laue
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monochromator with an existing asymmetry angle, every energy of interest corresponds to a detector distance
that optimizes the energy resolution. An example is shown in Figure 5.9(a) for a Si(022) monochromator
with -15.8° asymmetry angle, 2 m bending radius and 22 m source distance. (Again, the effective detector
pixel size resulted energy resolution contribution is put aside of the discussion in this work.)
By simply moving the detector upstream or downstream for a certain distance, existing bent Laue K-edge
subtraction imaging systems will gain the capability for high energy resolution applications (e.g., spectral
KES [49] and wide field x-ray absorption spectroscopy imaging [68]). It should be noted, however, that the
detector distance for optimal energy resolution may be, and likely is, not accessible in many cases.
(a) (b)
Figure 5.9: The optimal detector distance for a Si(022) reflection in a [5,1,1] oriented crystal with 22
m source distance, 2 m bending radius. (a) The optimal distance in range of energy. The asymmetry
angle is -15.8°. (b) The optimal distance in range of asymmetry angle for x-rays at 33.169 keV.
For a particular energy of interest and tunable asymmetry angle, the relation between asymmetry angle
and the optimal focus-to-detector distance is shown in Figure 5.9(b). The optimal focus-to-detector distance
is found to be positive between the magic condition χ angle and a singularity χ angle. The singularity χ
angle corresponds to zero directional energy spread in the quasi-mono beam.
5.5.5 Monochromatic focus
The optimal position for the detector is also the monochromatic focus. The monochromatic focus is the
location where the x-rays with one energy intersect. The parameters taken into account is the lattice spacing
variation and the source distance. The source size is not accounted for, but the energy blurring caused by
the finite source size is a small portion of the total, especially for a synchrotron source.
The monochromatic focal distance is given by
qE = qG + d. (5.38)
For a given monochromator, the monochromatic focal distance is energy dependent. As the example
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shown in Figure 5.9(a), the distance-energy relation is nearly linear over a few keV range. Thus, for an
energy range of a few hundred eVs, the blurring of energies off focus is not a major issue.
For a symmetric bent Laue crystal with infinite source distance, the monochromatic focal distance is
qsymE∞ = 2qG∞ = R cos θB . (5.39)
The existence of the monochromatic focus can be described in the following way as well. For fixed λ in
λ = 2dhkl sin θ, it requires a recombination of variation of lattice spacing, δdhkl, and Bragg angle variation,
δθ, given by
δλ = 2 sin θδdhkl + 2dhkl cos θδθ ≡ 0




For fixed curvature of bent crystal, there is a continuous distribution in lattice spacings from the com-
pressed side to the expanded side. Because of the curvature of the crystal, there will be planes where the
variation in angle given by Equation (5.40) is met. Therefore, there is a continuous set of diffracted beams
all with the same energy. And since there is a range of diffracted beam angles, this set of rays will focus
somewhere: either at a real or virtual focus.
The concept of another ‘monochromatic focus’ has been described by Tolentino [55, 17] where the focus
is located on the Rowland circle of the crystal for corresponding monochromatic x-rays. At this spot, the
image size of the source is zero for these monochromatic x-rays, therefore the size of the source has zero
contribution to the blurring of the energy. Tolentino’s monochromatic focus works better for Bragg type
monochromator than the Laue type. Because in a bent Laue type monochromator, the lattice spacing
deformation caused by the bending of the crystal needs to be taken into account, and it is a much bigger
contribution (inversely proportional to the crystal bending radius) than the source size related contribution
to the energy blurring. Another limitation to Tolentino’s monochromatic focus is that, to fulfill the Rowland
circle geometry, the x-ray source has to be on the concave side of the crystal, which is not suitable for a
focusing Laue monochromator where the convex side of the crystal is facing the source.
Whether the new monochromatic focus and Tolentino’s monochromatic focus can be put together will be
studied in future works.
5.6 Discussion
This paper describes the general behavior of bent Laue crystals from a ray-tracing point of view. Though
this has been extensively covered in previous works, there is a need to decouple the description of the spatial
focal properties of these crystals from the diffracted beam energies of the rays.
The analysis in this paper introduced a parallel quasi-monochromatic beam in the bent crystal diffracted
x-rays. It interprets the bent crystal diffraction to rays diffracted at the crystal surface and their companion
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quasi-mono beams. This quasi-mono beam leads to a deeper understanding of bent crystal diffraction because
it (i) provides an intuitive view of bent crystal diffraction, (ii) contains both the energy and spatial information
of the diffracted beam, (iii) builds the knowledge for more accurate evaluation of the energy resolution and,
thus, (iv) directs to the options for improvements.
The quasi-mono beam approach predicts that bent Laue crystals have a monochromatic focus where the
focused x-rays have the same energy. Note that this monochromatic focus is different from a previously
known monochromatic focus [55, 17], because it accounts for the crystal lattice deformation and does not
rely on the Rowland circle geometry. The Rowland circle is not such a useful tool in this situation because it
depends only on the angular conditions for monochromatic point-to-point focusing and does not account for
lattice spacing changes due to bending. Whether the two types of monochromatic focus can be put together
is one topic of future work.
This new approach explains the magic condition, which gives the requirements for achieving a small
spatial focus and good energy resolution, as a special case when the width of the quasi-mono beam is zero
and, more importantly, the focusing behavior of bent crystals when the magic condition is not met. This
allows one to predict the more realistic diffraction conditions encountered experimentally.
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Chapter 6
Conclusion and Future Work
6.1 Conclusion
The thesis detailed an energy dispersive x-ray absorption spectroscopy wide field imaging system which was
the primary objective of this work. The principle of the system, the instrumentation and the applications
were studied and software for data analysis was developed.
The system provides a wide horizontal imaging beam that is vertically energy dispersed allowing for wide
field imaging applications. The energy dispersive property is provided an asymmetric bent Laue crystal that
matches the so-called ‘magic condition’. The energy resolution achieves ∆EE ≈ 10
−4 or about 2.6 eV at 12.658
keV, which is sufficient for Se speciation. The concentration sensitivity is about 5 mM (400 ppm or 0.04%
weight) and is better than the typical concentration sensitivity expected for transmission XAS (0.1% weight).
Because the beam in use is polychromatic, using fluorescence imaging to aid the sensitivity of the transmitted
imaging is not an option. The advantage of this system is the combination of good energy dispersion and
wide field of view comparing to conventional XAS. This makes 2D and 3D speciation screening of samples
highly efficient.
A software package (XSIP) has been developed to analyse the data for both the wide-field XAS imaging
technique and another x-ray imaging technique - spectral KES, because of the shared optical principle and
analysis algorithm of the two techniques. XSIP automates the data analysing process and ensures that the
potential spectral KES and wide-field XAS imaging synchrotron users can analyse the data independently.
It is an open access software developed with Python 3.6 and accessible at https://github.com/darwinqii/
XSIP along with detailed documentation for installation and user guide.
Motivated by optimizing the energy resolution of the system, a novel method of describing the bent
Laue crystal optics is developed from a ray-tracing point of view. By introducing the concept of a quasi-
monochromatic beam (a parallel diffracted beam), the new method is a general approach to describe the
focal size and the energy properties of a bent Laue crystal. These concepts can provide important new tools
for ray-tracing simulation.
The new approach explains the magic condition as a special case when the quasi-mono beam width equals
zero. It also predicts the existence of a monochromatic focus, which takes into account the mutual effect of
the crystal lattice spacing deformation, crystal curvature and the finite source distance so that these three
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factors will not blur the energy resolution. The monochromatic focus predicts where the detector in an energy




At the Se K-edge energy (12.658 keV), the air absorption rate of the x-ray is about 62% in the entire path
of the beam. Evacuated flight path would reduce the air absorption and thus improve the signal captured
by the detector.
A better cooling system can be built to improve the thermal stability of the monochromator. The frame
of monochromator in-use is made of aluminium. An improved design could be using water-cooled copper as
the frame material and a liquid metal, such as In-Ga eutectic, between the frame and the crystal for better
thermal conductivity.
Adding angle flexibility for the ‘2θ rail’ in the BMIT-BM experimental hutch would provide a more
convenience and increase the potential of the system. Currently, the rail is fixed at 13 degrees, which is
inconvenient for the Bragg diffraction angle of the present system and sometimes even makes experiments
using other energies and diffraction planes not practical. Having the flexibility to adjust the angle of the rail
provides the possibility for these needs.
Data analysis
In the current version of data analysis program, data with a certain range of energies are used for the
analysis. However, data at some energies within the range do not provide the information to differentiate
the references and some provide repetitive information as the neighbouring data. Therefore, an algorithm to
effectively select the most informative subset of the data might improve the accuracy and efficiency of the
analysis.
Another possible way for improvement is calculating the total element attenuation in all species with
the K-edge subtraction algorithm. After quantifying the element, the percentage of all species can then be
calculated with a least square fit.
6.2.2 Future applications
Considering the efficiency and the cost of the project, the monochromator built for the Se speciation project
does not perfectly match the magic condition for the Se K-edge energy (12.658 keV). In fact, the magic
condition for the present monochromator is met at 11.323 keV, which is closer to As K-edge energy (11.867
keV) and Ge K-edge energy (11.103 keV). Therefore, applications for studying As or Ge speciation will be
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convenient since the monochromator is ready to use and theoretically will perform better than at the Se
K-edge energy.
Provided the high efficiency of spectra acquisition, the developed system is well suited for time-resolved
studies. As an example, a potential application is Se as a cathode material in batteries. The high concen-
tration of Se in such batteries is favoured by transmission type XAS, and the change of oxidation state can
be recorded by the high speed wide-field EDXAS imaging technique. The one dimensional spatial informa-
tion in addition to the time-resolved x-ray absorption spectra is an advantage as it is not provided by most
time-resolved XAS techniques.
6.2.3 Experimental proof of the predicted monochromatic focus
The new theory of interpreting bent Laue crystal optics provides novel and intuitive understanding of their
behavior. The monochromatic focusing, which is a direct deduction from this theory, provides important
information for the energy dispersion property of bent Laue diffraction. A direct application is that the
energy resolution of a bent Laue imaging system can be highly improved with a special detector distance,
and K-edge subtraction imaging systems with bent Laue crystals will possess the capability of XAS style
imaging. This monochromatic focus is not because of a Rowland circle focusing with a bent crystal which
occurs when a crystal is curved with a (mostly) fixed lattice parameter.
To prove the existence of the “non-Rowland circle” monochromatic focus, an asymmetric bent Laue
crystal will be used to provide a focusing beam. This beam will arrive at a focus and de-focus after it, which
will form an energy dispersive beam on the diffraction plane. This beam will arrive at an area detector
perpendicular to the beam propagation direction, and thus an energy-position relation will be established on
the detector.
The detector will be placed first at a location downstream to the monochromatic focus, then it will be
moved upstream to the monochromatic focus location in steps. (The crystal used in this system will be
carefully chosen so that the monochromatic focal distance will be larger than the geometric focus and within
a practical range for the beamline experimental hutch). The energy resolution can be evaluated with the
sharpness of an absorption K-edge while the detector is moved closer to the monochromatic focus. If the
monochromatic focus is ignored, the observed changing of the energy resolution should be worse since the
pixel size contribution is gets larger. However, the existence of the monochromatic focus should result in an
improvement of energy resolution at that location.
The proof to the monochromatic focus will also be a proof to the new approach for understanding and
describing bent Laue diffraction which makes ray-tracing easier to realize.
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Appendix A
Wide Field EDXAS Imaging Experiment Procedures
This document is adapted from the spectral KES imaging setup document, originally developed by Dr.
Nazanin Samadi at Canadian Light Source, Biomedical Imaging and Therapy Facility.
A.1 Beamline
1. Change the beamline to the ‘white beam’ mode.
• In the EPIC software (master controller), switch to ‘white beam’ mode.
• Adjust the vertical position of the ion chamber in POE-3 (BMIT-BM @ CLS).
2. Block the transmitted white beam after the monochromator with a lead brick as shown in Figure A.1.
Figure A.1: System setup overview. A lead block downstream to the monochromator blocks the
transmitted white beam.
3. Filter: Aluminum 0.4 mm.
A.2 Stages
Monochromator stage is on the first table. It should be motorized vertically, horizontal (optional), Bragg
and Chi stages (Bragg at the bottom).
Contrast agent stage is on the rail before the sample stage. It should be motorized vertical for conve-
niently moving it in and out of the beam when collecting Edge image (Figure A.2).
Sample stage is on the rail. It has three axes rotational stages. The driver (stored in the cabinet in
the POE-3 hutch) of the motors need to be connected (power, ethernet, motor) prior to the experiment
(Figure A.3).
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Figure A.2: Contrast agent stage is between the monochromator stage and the sample stage. The
position of this stage is shown in the figure on the right (Mar. 11, 2020).
Figure A.3: The position of the sample is the focus of the monochromator (91 cm in the experiment
on Mar 11th, 2020). The position on the rail is marked as shown in the figure on the right.
Detector stage is on the rail, after the RMD sample stage (Figure A.4).
• The vertical stage for the detector must be motorized, so you can move it up and down to catch the
beam.
• The surface of the detector should be perpendicular to the x-ray beam so that the base of the detector
should be tilted to be parallel to the 2θ angle (17.9 deg for the current WF-EDXAS monochromator)
by using a pitch rotation stage on the bottom.
• Center the detector horizontally to the beam after the crystal. you can use the lasers in the hutch to
do that.
A.3 Monochromator
1. Find the monochromator in the cabinet in POE-3. Do not remove the crystal from the frame or
change its tilt angle on the frame.
2. Install the monochromator on to the stage
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Figure A.4: The detector position is labeled on the rail (Mar. 11, 2020). Pitch stage is used at the
bottom to tilt the detector angle. The stage in the figure is on the edge of the horizontal rail. Try to
leave some space for the horizontal movement.
• Bolt the crystal on the Bragg-Chi stack with the convex side facing the incoming beam (one bolt
is OK, two is better. Figure A.5)
• Tilt the angle of the monochromator by using the stages. Bragg angle for Se K-edge with Si(111)
reflection is 8.99°. The 2θ arm will be 17.98°.
• Tilt the Chi axis to make the stage level.
Figure A.5: The WF-EDXAS monochromator. The position for one bolt is marked.
3. Enable the water cooler
• Connect the tubes on the monochromator to the water cooling system.
• Turn on the water cooling machine (Figure A.6).
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Figure A.6: Water cooling machine.
A.4 Contrast Agent
1. Se film for Se K-edge.
A contrast agent with distinctive absorption edge structure is needed for energy calibration. In this
case, elemental selenium film is used, which is kept with the monochromator.
2. Mount it on the contrast agent stage (Figure A.7). Again, vertical motorization is needed for
moving the agent in and out of the beam.
Figure A.7: Se film on the contrast agent stage.
A.5 Find the K-edge
In brief, tune the Bragg angle to find the energy.
1. Make sure the crystal is vertically and horizontally centered to the white beam. Use fluorescence screen
around the slit on the upstream side of the frame to see if there is beam outside of the slit.
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2. Tune the motorized Bragg stage until the desired beam going through the K-edge.
• Use a fluorescence screen on the contrast agent stage to locate the beam.
• When the diffracted beam is on the screen, put the contrast agent in the beam to confirm the
K-edge. Now a dramatic change in absorption will be observed when the edge energy is passed.
3. Move the detector vertically and park the beam in the center of the detector. Using a big sheet of
fluorescence screen in front of the detector is handy to find the beam at the detector position before
tuning the detector vertical position.
4. Tune the Bragg axis again and park the edge where one-third of the beam have lower energies than the
K-edge. (Lower energy on top of the image if the detector is not flipped. Figure A.8.)
Figure A.8: Image of the beam at Se K-edge going through a Se film. The top bight part of the
beam is x-rays with energies below the K-edge and the bottom dark part of the beam is x-rays with
energies above the K-edge.
5. Put the contrast agent back to its stage for Edge imaging collection later.
A.6 Sample
1. There is no horizontal motion freedom for the sample stage. If the sample is not at the center of the
beam, adjust the beam position of the beamline.
2. Find the focus position of the monochromator by using a pinpoint (Figure A.9).
The focal distance is about 91 cm for this monochromator (about half of the bending radius). The
focus position of the beam is marked on the rail, adjust sample horizontal based on that.
3. CT Alignment. Use the following LabVIEW VI’s for sample stages (Figure A.10):
• Sample vertical: ‘Vertical Stage (RMD)’
• Sample rotation: ‘Small Rotation Motor’
• Sample Bragg: ‘Small Pitch Stage’
• Sample Chi: ‘Small Roll Stage’
4. Use sample holders as thin as possible to reduce unnecessary absorption.
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Figure A.9: Use a pin on the sample stage to locate the focus of the beam.
A.7 Data Collection
10 Flats, 10 Darks, 10 Edges, n Tomos.
1. Prepare the folders. Name them in the following way. Replace ‘AnInformative&BriefName’ with an






2. Collect Flat images and Dark images for data normalization. Save them in the ‘FlatBefore’ and ‘Dark-
Before’ folders, respectively.
3. Besides, 10 Edge images are required for energy calibration. Move the contrast agent into the beam
and take 10 Edge images (Figure A.8) and save them the ‘EdgeABefore’ folder. Make sure that the
contrast agent covers the entire field of view.
4. Scan the sample. Use ‘CT-multiview’ for the scanning control. Refer to the numbers in Figure A.11,
A.12 for the settings.
Set the data saving directory to be the ‘Tomo’ folder.
5. Measure and record some numbers in the ‘arrangement.dat’ file. Do not rename the file.
• Crystal to sample distance (focal distance).
• Sample to detector distance (f2d distance).
• The effective pixel size of the detector.
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Figure A.10: Sample stage control programs.
Figure A.11: CT scanning control setup.
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Figure A.12: CT scanning control setup.
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Appendix B
Magic Condition Related Calculations
B.1 ∆χ and ∆φ
Due to the bending force, the crystal is compressed on the concave side and expanded on the convex side in
the direction of axis Y as shown in Figure B.1. The compression or expansion causes an opposite deformation
in the direction of axis X and Z. Axis Z (not shown in the figure) is orthogonal to the plane of XY, and
not considered in the discussion here. The thickness of the crystal (along axis X) is changed by bending
considering the elastic property of the crystal through Poisson’s ratio, which is defined by
ν = −(∆X/X)/(∆Y/Y ). (B.1)
The negative sign implies that the compression (expansion) ∆Y results in a transverse expansion (compres-
sion) ∆X. Thus, a crystal when bent will experience a growth in thickness on the compressed concave side
and a reduction in thickness on the expanded convex side. For a crystal with original thickness T0, it has
a thickness on the compressed side of the neutral plane as τ+, the expanded side as τ− and a total bent







Figure B.1: Schematic view to estimate the change in angle χ
B.1.1 ∆χ
The change in χ over the crystal thickness is also a result of the deformation of crystal as shown in Figure B.1.
Assuming in the first unit cell (the left dark blue shaded box), tanχ0 = h0/t0, then in the last unit cell (the
right blue box),
h = h0(1− τ+/R), (B.2)
t = t0(1 + ντ+/R). (B.3)
Therefore,













tanχ0 + tan ∆χ






Solving the equation using the small angle approximation for ∆χ, we get
∆χ+ = tan ∆χ =
−(1 + ν)τ+ tanχ0
(R+ ντ+) + (R− τ+) tan2 χ0
. (B.6)
It can be generalized to the expansion side of the neutral plane as
∆χ− = tan ∆χ =
(1 + ν)τ− tanχ0
(R− ντ−) + (R+ τ−) tan2 χ0
. (B.7)
The total change of χ across the bent crystal is then
∆χ = ∆χ+ −∆χ−
≈ −τ+ + τ−
2R
(1 + ν) sin 2χ0





















Figure B.2: Schematic view to estimate the change in angle φ. Point A and B are the same as in
Figure 5.3. The relevant dimensions and angles are discussed in the text.
φ is defined as the directional angle from the transmission x-ray to the crystal surface normal (positive
for counter-clockwise) and the subscriptions 0 and 1 correspond to the point A and Bas shown in Figure B.2
which shows again the compressed half of the crystal. O is the center of the crystal bending circle. AO and
BO are along the corresponding crystal surface normal directions, and AB is the path of the diffracted x-ray
in the crystal.
∆φ, the change of φ, is defined as φ1 − φ0. It is obvious that ∆φ is equal to the negative of angle ω as
shown in Figure B.2,
ω = φ0 − φ1 = −∆φ. (B.9)
In the triangle ABO,

















+ (R− τ+) cosω = R. (B.13)






) = R. (B.14)






















The first solution, ω1, is the solution we need, while ω2 exists mathematically but it is not practical for





















The total change of φ across the entire bent crystal is then




















Note that the derivation for ∆φ is based on the assumption that the source distance is infinitely far. A




tan(θB − χ), (B.20)
where∞ stands for the infinite source distance scenario. The general solution for ∆φ will be given in Appendix
B.2.3.
B.2 Feature Angles in General Bent Laue Diffraction with Finite
Source Distance
With a finite source distance, the relations of the feature angles in bent Laue diffraction is shown in Figure B.3.























Figure B.3: Feature angles in general bent Laue diffraction with finite source distance. Point A is
the location that the reference x-ray enters the crystal and get diffracted, and point B is where the
diffracted reference x-ray (
−−→
AA′) exits the crystal. ‘BP’ stands for Bragg Plane.
B.2.1 ψ
From the geometry shown in Figure 5.4, we can easily get
AB cos(θB0 − χ0) = T, (B.21)

















An important relationship between the x-rays diffracted from point A and B is that
2θB0 = Θ + 2θB1 + ψ, (B.25)
or















which can be easily observed in Figure B.3.




BB′. When the magic condition is met,
−−→
AA′ and−−→
BB′ overlaps and Θ = 0, which indicates that the magic condition with finite source distance is given by







As shown in Figure B.3,
φ1 = φ1∞ − ψ. (B.29)
Therefore, the change of φ angle for finite source distance is given by































The difference between the Bragg angles at point A and B for general bent Laue diffraction is



























B.3 Integration of Energy Resolution Contributions from ∆EE 1 and
∆E
E 2
While the contribution from Darwin width, source size or detector spatial resolution is independent from
other contributions, the d-spacing and source distance originated contributions can either supplement or
counteract each other and their values should be dealt with signs. The integration of these two contributions
in different scenarios are explained below.
• With a finite source distance and ignoring the lattice spacing variation in the crystal, the Bragg angle
at point B is smaller than that at point A (θB1 < θB0) and the energy of the Bragg diffracted x-rays
at point B is higher than that at point A (E1 > E0) because of the Bragg’s law.
When the lattice spacing variation is considered, in a focusing (defocusing) geometry, it supplements
(counteracts) the energy deviation caused by the source distance, because the lattice spacing is com-
pressed (expanded) on the downstream side of the crystal, which corresponds to higher (lower) energy
of the Bragg diffracted x-rays.
• With a beyond-infinite source distance (virtual source or converging incident beam or negative source
distance), the Btagg angle at point B is larger than that at point A (θB1 > θB0)and the energy of the
Bragg diffracted x-rays at point B is lower than that at point A (E1 < E0) because of the Bragg’s law.
When the lattice spacing variation is considered, in a focusing (defocusing) geometry, it counteracts
(supplements) the energy deviation caused by the source distance, because the lattice spacing is com-
pressed (expanded) on the downstream side of the crystal, which corresponds to higher (lower) energy
of the Bragg diffracted x-rays.
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B.4 Focal Size Calculation with Two Types of Foci
The focal size of a bent Laue crystal for a point source can be calculated using the geometry of single-ray





where Lf is the length of the crystal illuminated by a single-ray focused fan beam and is given by





















Figure B.4: Focal size in relation to the single-ray focus and the geometric focus geometry
B.5 Directional Energy Spread in the Quasi-Monochromatic Beam
The energy spreads caused by the lattice spacing variation and the source distance are directional. The
combination of the latter two makes the energy of the quasi-mono beam lower on one side and higher on the
other side.
B.5.1 ∆θQ1




CC ′ (Figure 5.6) caused by lattice spacing variation between point A




tan θB = −
T
R
(cos2 χ0 − ν sin2 χ0) tan θB . (B.37)
B.5.2 ∆θQ2
The influence of source distance being finite can be calculated through the pitch angle ψAC , which is the
x-ray incident angle divergence between point A and C shown in Figure 5.8 and is given by
ψAC = ψAB − ψBC ,
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Because the x-rays diffracted at point A and C travel on the same direction, the divergence of the Bragg
angle is half of the angle divergence between the incident x-rays. Thus, the Bragg angle divergence in the









p cos(χ0 − θB0)







p cos(χ0 − θB0)





B.6 Calculation for the Optimal Detector Distance
In Figure 5.8, The angular energy dispersion in the area, A′C ′, illuminated by a quasi-mono beam on the
detector consists two contributions. The first contribution, ∆θQ, is the energy spread of the quasi-mono
beam, and it is a constant value during the propagation of the diffracted beam. It can be also viewed as the
diffraction angle variation from point A to C. The second contribution, ∆θG, is the energy spread brought
by the Surface Diffracted X-rays that arrive at the detector in the quasi-mono beam area. It can be also
viewed as the diffraction angle variation from point A to D. The relation between point C and D is that the
diffracted x-rays from these two points arrive at the same location, C ′, on the detector.
Now it is obvious that, when the two contributions equal to each other, x-rays arrive at point C ′ have
the same energy. This condition can be simply described by
∆θQ = ∆θG, (B.40)
where ∆θQ is known from Equations (5.33), and ∆θG consists of the following two parts.










where d is the distance from the geometric focal to the detector and hereinafter.










Thus, ∆θG is given by the combination of the two parts,
∆θG = δθG1 + δθG2 (B.43)
= − W · qG



















Therefore, the focus-to-detector distance, d, that fulfils Equation (B.40) can then be solved by using
Equations (5.33), (B.40) and (B.45) as
d = − W · qG





















Equation (B.45) also implies that ∆θG can be calculated from the length of the footprint of the quasi-
mono beam on the crystal. The terms in the square bracket are the radians of the footprint relative to the














B.7 Precise Calculations for Feature Angles at Feature Locations
on the Crystal
B.7.1 χ1 and χ2
χ1 and χ2 are the asymmetry angles of the Bragg planes at point B and C, respectively. The change of
asymmetry angle is caused only by the bending deformation of the crystal, thus for the locations at the
same depth of the crystal, the asymmetry angles are the same. The change of χ over the crystal is given by
Equation (5.3). χ1 and χ2 is then given by
χ2 ≡ χ1 = χ0 + ∆χ. (B.50)
B.7.2 θB1
As shown in Figure 5.8, θB1 is the Bragg diffraction angle at point B where the reference diffraction ray,−−→
AA′, exits the crystal. From Equations (5.2), (5.3) and (5.4), θB1 can be calculated with











p cos(χ0 − θB0)
.
(B.51)
The ψ angle here is a necessary correction because Equation (5.2) is derived for the infinite source distance
geometry.
B.7.3 θB2
θB2 is the Bragg diffraction angle at point C where the edge ray of the quasi-mono beam is diffracted on the
downstream surface of the crystal. The diffraction angle deviation from point B to C can be described by
the quasi-mono beam footprint on the downstream side of the crystal, i.e., the rotation of the Bragg planes
between point B and C and the rotation of the incident rays at point B and C relative to the source, as
shown in the equation below




L cos(χ2 + θB0)
p
. (B.52)
Using Equations. (5.3), (5.12), (5.24), (5.27), (B.50), (B.51) and (B.52), θB2 can be solved numerically.
B.8 Summary of Variables in Chapter 5
Variables are defined when it is used the first time in the text, and all variable definitions are summarized in
this appendix section for convenience.
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B.8.1 Source distance, p
p is positive when there is a real source or the incident beam to the crystal is diverging.
B.8.2 Crystal bending radius, R
R is positive when the x-ray beam incidents on the convex side of the crystal. The surface curvature of a
crystal bent with a positive R focuses the incident beam.
B.8.3 Crystal thickness, T0 and T
T0 is the thickness of a crystal in absence of bending. T is the thickness of the bent crystal. T0 and T can be
positive or negative. When they are negative, T0 and T are directing to the upstream side of the reference
surface.
B.8.4 Bragg angle, θB
The center incident ray Bragg angle on the crystal reference surface. It is directed from x-ray incident
direction to the diffraction plane.
When the direction is counter clockwise, θB is positive and the x-ray is up bounced; when the direction
is clockwise, θB is negative and the x-ray is down bounced.
B.8.5 Asymmetry angle, χ
The directed angle from the diffraction plane to the crystal surface normal. When the direction is counter
clockwise, χ is positive; when the direction is clockwise, χ is negative.
χ influences the consistency of the focusing properties of the diffraction planes and the crystal surface
geometry. As an example, in the case of an up bounce (θ > 0) and focusing crystal geometry (R > 0),
positive χ angle corresponds to diffraction plane focusing and negative χ angle corresponds to diffraction
plane defocusing. The influences of all R, θB and χ is listed in the table below (Positive sign for the
diffraction planes represents real focus and vice versa). An intuitive way to understand this is that the sign
of the product of the three variables corresponds to focusing or defocusing by the diffraction planes.
Table B.1: Real focus or virtual focus.
R θB χ Real focus (+) or virtual focus (−) by Bragg planes
+ + + +
+ + − −
+ − + −
+ − − +
− + + −
− + − +
− − + +
− − − −
B.8.6 Poisson ratio, ν
The Poisson ratio is considered as homogeneous with given crystal material and diffraction indices.
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B.8.7 ∆χ
∆χ = χ1 − χ0
where χ1 is the asymmetry angle of the diffraction planes at point B and equal the asymmetry angle at any
point on the same crystal surface; χ0 is the asymmetry angle of the diffraction planes at point A and equals
the asymmetry angle at any point on the same crystal surface.
B.8.8 ∆φ and ∆φ∞
∆φ = φ1 − φ0
where φ stands for the directed angle from the crystal surface normal to the diffracted x-ray, and the sub-
scriptions 1 and 0 correspond to point B and A. The angle φ is equivalent to θB − χ, and is used for the
convenience of concept illustration.
∆φ∞ is the ∆φ given the source distance is infinite. The relationship between the general ∆φ and ∆φ∞
is given by
∆φ = ∆φ∞ − ψ,
where ψ is the opening angle between x-rays incident at point A and B (Figure B.3).
B.8.9 Quasi-Monochromatic Beam Width (QMBW), W
The width of diffracted beam parallel to the diffracted reference x-ray. The sign of the width value corresponds
to the relative direction of the quasi-mono beam to the diffracted reference x-ray.
B.8.10 Quasi-monochromatic beam footprint length, L
Quasi-monochromatic beam footprint arc length on the downstream surface of the crystal.
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